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Chapter 1

Building wiring: the need for action now

Inthepast, organisations have taken quite different
approachesto the different types of communications wiring installedin their buildings. The PTT or
telephone companyhas prewired the building for
telephony. Thesite-administration department has
installed the wiring used for environmental-control
purposesandfor security locks and cameras. Wires
for data communications have beeninstalled in an
ad hoc mannerby the data processing or telecommunications department. As a result, some organisations, especially in the financial sector, have more
than a dozen different types of wiring supporting
specialised services such as stock-marketinformation and dealing, radio paging, and public address,
not to mention several varieties of digital data
transmission.

Many organisations therefore find themselves with
a complex, often unmanageable, collection of
wiring that is difficult and expensive to maintain
and extend. Some have even beguntotalk ofinstalling one of everything in their new buildings
Figure 1.1 lists the eight separate cabling systems
installed in one new office building. The 104 Foundation membersthat replied to our enquiry at the
beginning of the research, had, on average, each
Figure 1.1 Eight separate cabling systems have been
installed in one new office building in the
City of London
Cabling system

Use

Broadband

TV distribution and as"
Ethernet backbone

Wang coaxial

Wang office automation

Unshielded twisted pairs

systems

Screened multicore

Various, including financial
information services and
dealing systems.
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installed four different kinds of wiring. Figure 1.2
showsthe types of wiring that were reported, and
the percentage of respondents that had installed
each type.
Organisations have begunto realise that the high
costs of ad hoc approachesto wiring, and of the
subsequent rewiring that may be necessary, are
unacceptable. Often this realisation comes as an
organisation contemplates the move from dumbterminals, each with its own cable, to intelligent
workstations connected via local area networks.
Organisations are therefore beginning to recognise
that the provision of an appropriate communications infrastructure within their buildings is a
strategic issue. The lack of an appropriate infrastructure can delay, or even prevent, the introduction of new communicationsfacilities, or can
make it very expensive to provide them. On the
otherhand, if buildings have been prewired with an
appropriate communications infrastructure, new
facilities can be introduced with the minimum of
cost and disruption.
Many Foundation members believe that wiring is
a strategic business issue, as the response to the
Figure 1.2 Types of wiring used by Foundation
members

Use

Telephony

Environmental
control

Percentage
of

Type of wiring

d pair cables

Separate cables
ai

(Source: Survey of 104 Foundation members)

responses

100
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questionnaire we sent out at the beginning of the
research shows(see Figure 1.3).

However, this recognition is not often matched by
any marked changein practice. Only a few of the
organisations that respondedto the questionnaire
had prewired anyof their buildings, and there was
little correlation betweentheattitudes expressed
and the wiring practices actually used.
Major computer and communications suppliers
have respondedto the growing complexity of wiring
needs by announcing integrated or universal
wiring systems, and innovative suppliers have
increased the uses to which standard telephone
wiring can be put. Andlocal area networks, once
seen as a technology looking for an application, are
now central both to the communications architectures of major suppliers andto the systems plans
of user organisations. Local area networkscan also
now operate on a much wider range of wiring
schemes than they could before.

Thesuspicionarises, andit is clearly shared by some
Foundation members, that the current attention to
wiringis simply a new fashion, or yet anotherploy
by suppliers to lock in users in the nameofflexibility and openness. However, our research shows
that most organisations should now be taking action
on wiringif they have not already done so. Wiring
is out of control in many organisations, but, by
prewiring new buildings, and by takinga rational
approachto upgradingwiringin existing buildings,
the situation can be brought back undercontrol.
Building wiringis certainly a strategic issue for the
systems department because attention and
investment are needed now in order to secure
future benefits, many of which cannotbe precisely
Figure 1.3 Many Foundation members believe that
building wiring is a strategic issue
Perceived importance

A strategic issue for the business

Numberof
responses

identified. Butit is not, we believe, usually strategic

for the businessin the sense of either enabling or

constraining majorbusinessdecisions.If the wiring
is unsuitable, however, then the implementation of
major business: decisions may be expensive and
troublesome. The resulting problemswill reflect
badly on the systems department and can be
avoided only by effective preplanning and
prewiring.
RESEARCHACTIVITIES

The conclusions and recommendations set out in
this report are based on a research programme
carried out during 1987, led by David Flint, a
principal consultant with Butler Cox in London.
Theyare also basedonthe practical experience of
the Butler Cox Building Technology Group, under
the management of John Lane. This group has
carried out many consulting assignments concerning the information technology aspects of company relocations to new andrefurbishedbuildings.
Research assistance was provided by SimonForge,
asenior consultant with Butler Cox in Paris, and Bo
Loven of Statskonsult, the Foundation s agent in
Scandinavia.

Theresearch included:

A questionnairedistributed to all Foundation
members with the document describing the
scopeof the researchfor this report, to which
104 members responded.

Avery detailed questionnaire about building
wiring sent to those Foundation members that
indicated they wanted to be involved in the
research. Fifteen responses were received.

Desk researchto derive lessons from previous
research and consultancy.

Interviews both with managers responsible for
building wiring and with product managers in
leading suppliers of wiring schemes and computer systems.

Study of suppliers literature.

Cost modelling, especially to determine the

value of prewiring.

The research covered Europe, the United States,
Australia, and the Far East.

WIRING IS OUT OF CONTROL

Members wereasked to categorise the importanceof building
wiring. One hundred replies were received. Some respondents
ticked several boxes on the questionnaire, and their replies have
beenincludedin the category that accords wiring the greatest
importance.

In manyorganisationsbuilding wiring is not under
effective managementcontrol. This situation has
arisen becauseof the piecemeal approachto wiring
over many years, particularly for data communi-

cations, by both suppliers and users. It is the

resulting complexities and inconsistencies that
create the present problems.
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In the case of data communications, most
organisations have useda different cabling system
for each type of terminal equipment, and, usually,
anewcable has beeninstalled for each new terminal.
There are several reasonsfor this. Although standards
do exist, many suppliers seem to have taken an
almost perverse delight in ignoring them, preferring
to develop their own data communications protocols. Even individual suppliers have specified a
variety of differing cables and signalling systems,
depending, it seems, on the preferences of individual designers. And designers of communications
systems have not paid sufficient attention to the
practicalities of wiring systems, which has led to
some extremely inconvenient pieces of equipment.
Forinstance, Ethernet transceiversare toobigto fit
into the ducts in many buildings.

A further complication arises from the rapid
expansionof both data and voice communications.
This has required the installation of many more
cables and hasled to congestion in the spaces in
which the cables run. Of the organisations that
answered the question about cable congestion in
our detailed survey, 38 per cent reportedthat riser
space waseither very tight or completely inadequate, and 46 per cent gave the same answers for
horizontal space. ( Risers are shafts connecting the
floors of a multistorey building through which
building services are run. Horizontal space is the
space on single floor through whichservices are
distributed from therisers to the places where they
are needed. These and other cabling terms are
illustrated and definedin Figure 1.4 overleaf.)

Furthermore, the wide variety of local communications systems has demanded a corresponding
variety of technical knowledgeandskills. (At one
point, the authorof this report identified more than
three dozen different local area network technologies.) The high rate of innovation has quickly
madetheseskills obsolete, leading to a shortage of
skilled staff. And the absenceof accepted standards
has made it difficult for skilled staff to record their
knowledge for the benefit of others with less
experience.

A much morerational arrangement has applied in
the area of voice communications (essentially
telephony), with similar telephone wiring schemes
being used in most countries. Moreover, there has
been a general expectation (which has not always
been fulfilled) that new equipment and PABXs
would be compatible with older wiring (and vice
versa). The installation of new telephone equipment has not usually required new cables, and,
where new cables and sockets have been required,
installing them has usually proved to be fairly
inexpensive and straightforward. This rationality
stems from the existence of PTT monopolies or
dominant suppliers and from the suppliers interests (because of their responsibility for the
telephone wiringinstalled in buildings) in having
wiring that is convenient to maintain. However,
even the highly regulated telephone environment
has not ensured complete compatibility between
wiring in different countries. Nor has it ensured
compatibility between telephones and PABXsfrom
different suppliers for the more sophisticated kinds
of interworking.

More recently, the appearance ofproprietary digital
feature phones (especially those from nontraditional suppliers) that require extra pairs of
wires in the telephone cable has begun to undermine this beneficial arrangement. The telecommunications wiringsituation is thus becoming more
complex just whenthe benefits of standardisation
are becoming apparent for nonvoice wiring.
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Thelack of control of wiring is identified by these
symptoms:

Costsare often not properly known and, where
they are, are often higher than they needbe.

There are often serious delays in moving
terminals and other IT equipment.
Technical mistakes are common.

Many organisations depend on external contractors to make changes and extensions.

COSTS ARE NOT KNOWNANDARE HIGHER THAN
THEY NEED BE

In our workin this area we have been repeatedly
surprised by the lack of information that organisations have aboutthecosts of moving andinstalling
IT equipment. Many of the respondents to our
questionnaires were unable to provide a breakdown
of these costs. In many organisationsthe total costs
of moving and adding workstations are not known

because the separate cost components, such as

planning, materials, and labour, are assigned to
different cost centres and havenot beencollated.
Some organisations base their costs on a fixed
amount, although the amountoften seemsto have
been devised purely for bookkeeping purposes
ratherthan to reflect the resourcesand staff used.

For example, in a UK public utility the standard
charge for moving a workstation is £100 ($185), but
this excludes some, but notall, labour costs. Cost
levels in this organisation are monitored but are not
collated across sections and are not allocated to
individual jobs, or types of job. A 1987 survey
showed that, of six financial institutions that had
recently installed dealing rooms, two could not
quote thecostsof installing cables and another two
could provide only incomplete costs. Only one was
able to give the requested breakdown ofcosts.
Another example is provided by a large insurance
companythat did not know thecosts of connecting
terminals for the four different methodsused. Until
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Butler Cox performed a consultancy study, this
company had not recognised that one method
(data-over-voice to a local multiplexor) was less
expensive and could be installed more quickly than
the others.
Even wherecosts are available, they are not always
complete. Thus, the quoted cost of wiring a new
building may excludethecosts of trunking and floor
traps if these are accountedfor in a different budget
(for instance,if they are installed by the electrical
contractor, but the voice and data wiringis not). In

practice, these costs may exceed the cost of
installing and terminating the cables.

The cost of installing and moving terminals is
obviously of concern to Foundation members,asis
shown byFigure 1.5, which showsit was rated the
most problematic area by those that completed our
detailed questionnaire. The figure also showsthat
telephone wiring was not considered a problem,
being rated overall as less than minor. Data wiring

problemsare rated overall as beingless thansignificant. Interestingly, the problemswererated in

Figure 1.4 Building wiring schematic
It is usual to divide building wiring into four zones:

Risers
|

Computer room, if present. (Computer room
wiring is outside the scope ofthis report.)

Patch panel
Horizontal
a
ae

wiring

Backbonewiring, from the computer room and
main communicationsdistribution frame to the
floors.
Horizontalwiring, from the backboneto the work
locations. This usually terminates in a socket,
which is often known, together with any
supporting structure suchasa floor trap, as a
presentation .

Worklocation, from the socket to the device.

wiring

Socket (presentation)

Work-location wiring

Terminal

Onlarge campuses with manybuildings there may
be a separate site backbone system, usually carried
in buried ducts.

Backbonewiring usually runsin risers , which are
shafts connecting the floors of a multi-storey building
through which building servicesarerun.In large, low
buildings, the backbone wiring system may have
horizontal elements that are housed in large
underfloor conduits or carried overhead ontrays in
the ceiling voids. In smallinstallations there may be
no separate backbone zone.

Horizontal wiring is used to distribute services from
the risers to the places where they are needed. The
alternative spaces that can be used to house
horizontal wiring are:

Abovea false ceiling.

Wiring closet

On trays suspended belowtheceiling.

In wall trunking, which maybe at waist level or
just belowtheceiling.
In specialfurniture that incorporates cable ducts
as an integral part of its design.
In skirting board trunking.

Underthe carpet, usingflat cables.

Communications
distribution frame

Buried in the concrete floor screed,using screeddepth trunking or conduit.
Undera falsefloor.

In theceiling void of the floor below, with the
wiring presented through holesin the floor.

Horizontaldistribution tends to be the most expensive

part of a building wiring scheme, andinstalling
horizontalwiring causes muchgreaterdisruption than

any other kind of wiring.

Cable entry points

The work-location wiring is usually supplied by the
supplier of the equipmentandisoften theleast tidy
part ofthe installation. Again, work-location wiring

may be enclosedin special system furniture.
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costs reflect to some extent the 18th-century
origin of the building.)

Figure 1.5 Members rating of building wiring
problems

Problem

Rating for
telephony

oNLOE

Excessive cost of moves

0.9

Rating for
data
devices
1.5

Excessive cost of maintenance
Delay in connecting additional
devices

Membersreported the severity of their wiring problems on a
four-point scale:
0 Negligible
1 Minor
2 Significant
3 Serious
The abovefigures tabulate the average responses.
(Source: Detailed survey of 15 Foundation members)

the sameorder of severity for both telephone and
data wiring, with cost being perceived as a greater
problem than delays and disruption.
Our research also seems to indicate that some
organisations are paying too much. The wiring costs
reported varied greatly
the cost of moving a
mainframe terminal ranged from aslittle as $36 to
as much as $900. Some organisations obviously
regard these highercosts as acceptable, as excessive cost of moving or adding a terminal was rated
as being merely somewhere between a minor and
a significant problem. We find this surprising
becausethese costs are muchhigher than those for
telephone wiring andhigher than they needto be.

Installation costs are usually in the range of $200 to
$500 per data socketinstalled, although in some
cases they are muchhigher:

Onefinancialinstitution in the City of London
claims it spent $5 million ($9 million) on wiring
up 500 dealer desks, each with three screens.

TheParis headoffice of a large systems house
spent FFr38,000 ($7,000) per office on wiring.
Every office was provided with two special
nine-socketfaceplates costing FFr4,000 ($750)
each. Each faceplate was connectedto a wiring
closet by a mixture of coaxial television cables
and 32-pair unshielded cables at a cost of
FFr15,000 ($2,800) per faceplate. (The high
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Theinstallation of IBM s Cabling System in
American Express s New York office cost more
than $1,000 per socket.

Somesurprisingly high costs of moving a terminal
werealso reported:

Inalarge UK manufacturer, the averagecost of
moving a terminalis $400 ($750). The same cost
was reported by a local government body,
currently occupying an old building.

A Dutch systems house reported an average
cost of G500 ($270) for each terminal move.
However, since only one-quarter of the moves
required wiring changes, the costs of those
moves were clearly much higher.

These costs seem very high compared with the
lowest costs reported:

AtanlItalian bank, the cost of moving either an
IBM 3270 or anasynchronousterminal was only

$95.

Inoneoffice of a large public utility, prewiring
with an inexpensive proprietary local area
network meant that the cost of moving a
terminal was only $36.

Attheheadoffice of alarge manufacturer, the
wiring schemeallows terminal and PC moves to
be carried out by computer operators in the
overlap period between shifts. As far as this
organisation is concerned, it costs nothing to
move a terminal.

In large financial institution, the wiring
scheme installed permits users to move their
own networked PCs in manycases, so that no
direct costs are incurred.

MOVES ARE OFTEN DELAYED

The delay between a request to move a terminal and
the workbeing doneis often many weeks. The table
in Figure 1.6 shows some examples. In the case of
the building society, the delay is caused by the need
for British Telecom to changethe maindistribution
frame and by planning and reconfiguration work
within the society. In the public utility, moving a
terminal requires workto be carried out by three
Figure 1.6 The delayin installing or relocating a
terminal can be several weeks
Organisation

UK building society

vibetity

Airline

Delay

8 to 10 weeks
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different departments
computing, engineering,
and premises, each of which reports to a different
director. Although a movecould, in principle, be
completed in just one day, the need to coordinate
the workof several departments meansthatit usually
takes weeks, or monthsina really low-priority case.
Tasks are groupedtogetherfor the convenience of
the tradesmen who dothe work andfor the purposes of economy, not to provide a goodservice.
We were surprised at the lack of concern shown by
many communications staff about these delays,
whichthey often seemedto feel were beyond their
control.

TECHNICAL MISTAKES ARE COMMON

In the research for this report, and also in our
consultancy in this field, we have been surprised by

the apparent frequency of technical mistakes. Some
examples of mistakes we have found are:

Anewlyinstalled floor trap that was too small
to take the required plug (the socket had to be
mounted at an angle to solve this problem).

Floortraps that were too small to take the size
of powerplug provided by the main supplier of
IT hardware.

Metal conduit, part of which was made of
plastic, and which was thereforenot providing
electrical shielding.
Newlyinstalled telephone wire that was not
earthed according to the relevant national
standard.

Newlyinstalled telephone wire in which spare
pairs had been neatly cut back so that they
could neverbe used.
Twosetsof local area network wiring that were
so poorly installed that they had to be completely redone within a few months.
Concrete floor screed that was too thick (due
toinadequate quality control during construction) to install conduit conveniently.
Trunkinginstalled ina small underfloor space
that had only one compartment for power
cables. This meantthat electrical power points
were available only on oneside of the trunking,
effectively. preventing workstations beinginstalled on half the floor.

These examples, and we could cite many more, show
the crucial importanceof good hands-on technical
managementof wiring.
DEPENDENCE ON EXTERNAL CONTRACTORS
FOR EQUIPMENT MOVES

In many countries, the PTTS have, at least until
recently, been the main source of supply for
building wiring. Some organisations have taken the

view that since the PTT has to install and maintain
the telephonewiring, it might as well look after the

data wiring as well. The effect of this is to put
control of the building wiring outside the organisation. This inevitably leadsto delays, because the
PTT will schedule work accordingto its own priorities, which may notbe those of the organisation.
A similar problem can arise whenthe organisation

is dependent on external contractors. One large
insurance companyhas all its cabling work done by

acontractor whosestaff haveto travel over 200 km

to reachits offices. The company explains thatit has
to use this contractor becausethereis little documentation about the wiring and only that contractor is familiar with the building. To avoid paying
repeatedly for the high travel costs, the company
only calls the contractor in whenit has several jobs
to do, thus guaranteeing delays for some of the
work.
A further problem is the uncertainty of costs. In
some countries, the PTTs havetraditionally carried
out wiring workat low rates. In the United Kingdom, liberalisation has encouraged manyill-prepared contractors to enter the field, so that work
carried out at apparently low rates may turn out to
be faulty and haveto be put right at much greater
cost. Liberalisation in other countries may produce
the sameresult; on the other hand, fair competition rules and commercial pressures may eliminate discounting by major contractors.

THE POSITION CAN BE IMPROVED
Our research has shown that the best way of
ensuring that the most appropriate communications infrastructureis installed in buildingsis to:
Planfor flexibility, in particular by involving
the systems departmentas early as possible in
the planningof building services.

Prewire newbuildingsfor voice and data, and
prewire an existing building during major
refurbishment.

Adopt rational approach to improvingexisting wiring.

Manageexisting wiring in an active way.

The early involvementof the systems department

in building planningcan avoidlaterdifficulties with

cabling and otherIT matters. As we show in Chapter
2, the systems department should ideally be involved from the building-design stage onwards.
Chapter 2 also identifies the major areas of uncertainty that create the need fora flexible communications infrastructure.

In Chapter3, weidentify and compare the various
technical options for building wiring. In particular,
Wwe compare the IBM Cabling System (which is based
on shielded twistedpairs) with proprietary wiring
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schemes based on unshielded telephone cables. We
conclude that, in most cases, schemes based on
telephone wiring cost less than the IBM Cabling
System and will be able to meet most local communications requirements for the foreseeable
future. In the longer term, however, building
wiring will be based on opticalfibres.

wiring andincreasethe valueof an existing wiring
system. This is the subject of Chapter 6. Neglecting
basic wiring-management practices such as
labelling,testing, and record keepingwill mean that
it will becomeincreasingly difficult to maintain the
wiring system. As a result, costs and delays will
increase and, if the neglect continues for long
enough, it may be necessaryto rewire the building
completely.

The benefits of prewiring are discussed in Chapter
4, These benefits are significant and include:

Improved control of wiring by the systems
department.

Easier moves into new accommodation and
subsequent moveswithin the building.

Increased speed of response to requests for
additional equipment and for movesofexisting
equipment.

Fewerfaults.
Cost savings.

Similar benefits may be obtained if a building is
prewired during a major refurbishment.

Significant benefits can also be obtained by taking
a rational approach to improving existing wiring
systems. Taking a rational approach doesnot necessarily mean comprehensive rewiring. It may, depending on the circumstances, involve theinstallation
of a local area network, the useof a digital PABX
for data transmission, or the use of multiplexors to
extend the usefulness of existing wiring. These
options are discussed further in Chapter5.

Finally, active management of the wiring system
can both maintain the benefits achieved by pre-
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THE NEED TO TAKE ACTION NOW
Inthis chapter, we have highlighted the importance
of wiring and have drawn some conclusionsabout
how wiring issues should be addressed.

During the next five yearsor less most Foundation
memberswill install as many terminals and workstations as they have donein thelast twenty years.
These devices will have substantial communications requirements, and their users will become
even more dependent on them than they are at
present. If systematic solutions to the wiring
problems are not found quickly, ad hoc solutions
will be used instead, leading to further problems
and making it even more difficult to adopt
systematic solutionslater.

The action that needs to be taken will depend upon
the organisation s particular circumstancesand will
range from improved control of changes made to
existing wiring to complete refurbishment. Some
Foundation members have already resolved the
issues raisedin this report, and we havebenefited
from their experience. Those who havenot yet
addressedthis issue should do so now.

Chapter 2

Plan for flexibility

Becauseof the long period for whichit will be used,
installing a wiring schemeis morelike installing a
database managementsystem or a networkarchitecture than a computer terminal. A terminal is
rarely expected to last more than five years andis

often replaced sooner than that. A wiring scheme

will have to last for many years. Despite this, many
systems departments choose their wiring scheme on
the basis of the terminals currently installed.

During the lifetime of a wiring scheme there are
bound to be large increases in the numbers of
terminals and workstations. There will certainly be
a move away from dumbterminals to intelligent
workstations and a consequent adoption oflocal
area networksas the central technology for office
communications. (Quantitative evidence, basedon
the responsesto our surveys,forthe speed at which
these changes will occur is given in Appendix 1,
together with Butler Cox s view of thelikely trends.)
Even so, there are large uncertainties about the
communications infrastructure required for future
offices. The nature and numbers of future office
buildings, office workers, and office systems can
only be guessed at. And the architecture of future
systems cannotbe foreseen in anything but the most
general terms.

Optimum communications networks and wiring
schemescan be devisedonly if the requirements are
precisely and fully known. Sinceit is, in general,
impossible to know the communications requirementsof future workstationsand otheroffice equipment, there is a temptation to base networks and
wiring schemes on today s requirements. If
networks and wiring schemesare optimised for
today s requirements, they are almost certain to
cause problemsin the future.
Therefore, managers should make long-term flexibility their first objective when planning the communications infrastructure for buildings. Often, the
lackofflexibility found in manyorganisations today
stems from thefact that the systems department was
not involved early enough in planningthe building
andits infrastructure. A prerequisite for planning
for flexibility is thus to involve the systems
departmentat the earliest possible stage. It is also

necessary to recognise that a wiring schemewilllast
for manyyears, so it is necessary to plan ona longterm basis. Throughoutitslife, the wiring scheme
will need to be able to cope with an ever-changing
IT environmentand anever-changing population of
devices connectedtoit, in terms both of the types
of devices andoftheir physical location. It will also
have to take account of the uncertainty of the
business environment, which may change dramatically even in the short term.

INVOLVE THE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT AS
EARLY AS POSSIBLE
In the past, the space requirements for computer
systems, communication systems, and their associated
wiring were usually considered only after the architects, space planners, and mechanical andelectrical
engineers hadlaid claim to the, often scarce, building spaces. It is still common for the systems
departmentto get just a few weeks notice of the
need to provide a new building with a PABX,
telephonewiring, and data communications, with
the result that either the move hasto be delayed or
staff must movein withoutessential services.

Manyorganisations now depend completely on their
systems,and the planningof those systems cannot
beseparated from the planningofthe businessitself.
Itisnotsufficient forITneedsto be considered only
after a building hasbeendesigned or chosen,or after
a refurbishment has been planned, because
decisionsthat will makeIT provision difficult may
already have been made. For instance, many
buildings constructed in the 1960s are unsuitable for
IT because of their low ceilings and lack of
underfloorspaces. If possible,itis best to avoid these
buildings.

Theprovisionof building space andfacilities for IT
systems cannotbeentrusted to nontechnical people
(including speculative developers, premises
departments, line managers, architects, and space
planners) because they often fail to understand the
needsof IT systems.

Speculative developers define the base requirements for their buildings to their contractors,
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Chapter 2
covering everything from the grade of structural
steel to the quality of sanitary fixtures. Their aim
is to obtain the largest possible amount of usable
space from their investment and they therefore
minimise the amountof spaceallocated to building
services. Some construction contracts contain up to
6,000 clauses, but most of them do not cover the
provision of IT wiring.

Line managers who commission new buildings, and
the premises departments that advise them, are
often equally indifferent to IT requirements. For
instance, one large civil service department is
currently movinginto a building that wasoriginally
designed as a hotel. The marble flooring on the
groundfloor (whichis laid on three feet of structural
concrete) and inadequate underfloor spaces on the
bedroom floors are seriously complicating the
wiring task.

Although buildingdesignis a well-established profession, it is not possible to assume that architects,
engineers, and builders will make the necessary
provision for IT. Some,of course, take a broad view
of their responsibilities and will seek to involve the
organisation s systems departmentat an early stage.
But others do not recognise the need or are unwilling to take accountof IT. Two examples serveto
illustrate this point:

Thedecision to move the systems department
of a large manufacturer (30 people and the
computer room) to a new building was taken
quite late. By the time that the department was
first asked aboutits requirements in the new
building, most of the space had already been
allocated for other purposes. Asa result there
are one-metre floor voids everywhere except
inthe computer room, where they are smaller.

Inanothercase, the architects did not allow
space for enough risers. When this became
clear, they marked out new locations for
additional risers, and the builders beganto cut
throughthepartially completed building with
pneumatic drills. The building started to
collapse and two adjacent railway lines were
closed pendingrepairs. The computer, already
installed on the top floor, had to be removed
with a crane.

It is also impossible to assume that adequate
provision for IT will result from contractors complying with professional standards. Such standards
as do exist deal only with part of the problem for
instance, they may specify safety and electrical
properties (thoughnotall countries standards do
both) but provide no guidanceon cable routeing or
on the numberof outlets. In any case, some contractors are ignorant of the standardsthat do exist.
This is especially true for electrical contractors, who
are often ignorant of IT wiring practices.
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THE ROLE OF THE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT

Therole of the systems departmentin planning the
move to anewbuilding or the refurbishment of an
existing building is, of course, much wider than
merely providing advice about wiring. The systems
department should endeavourto ensurethatall ITrelated factors that will affect the useof the building duringits lifetime are considered fully. These
factors include the likely impact of increasing
computeruse on work patterns,lighting and power
requirements, air conditioning, and security.

Thus, the systems department should ensure that
the otherparties involvedin planning and executing
a move to new premises recognise the wide range
of issues in which the department should have a say.
These include:

Building design orselection: Will the building
have enough power, enough cooling, and
enough space for cables?

Space planning: Will the building have space
for wiring closets, for departmental computer
rooms, for central computer rooms, and for
desktop workstations?

Furniture selection: Does the furniture have
space for cables? Will they connect with the
ducts that the space planners have provided for
cable distribution? Are the work surfacesat the
right height for keyboards and screens?

Lighting: Is the lighting suitable for visual
display users?

The earlier the systems department can be involved, the greater the scope it has for influencing
factors that could affect the introduction of new IT
facilities. Ideally, the systems department should be
involved from the building-design stage onwards,
allowingit to provide input concerningthesize and
locationsof risers and othercables, the provision of
earths and powersupplies, space planning, and the
selection of furniture.

If the systems departmentis not involved until the
building has been constructedor, worse,fitted out,
thefacilities may be quite unsuitable. For example,
when Bank of America chose a new office in
Bromley, London, it found that, althoughthe building was new and generally well finished, the
underfloor ducts were quite unable to meet the
bank s wiring needs.(The bankhas at least as many
terminals as staff.) The broadloom carpetalready
fitted madeit impractical to install new underfloor
ducts.

At the building-design orselection stage, systems
managementshould specify its space and buildingservices needsto architects and space planners in
termsthat they will understand. At this stage, the
role of the systems departmentshouldbeto define
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the maximumpossible requirementsfor IT equipment in terms of space, power, and cooling. If an
existing building is being considered andit is clear
that the building cannot meet the requirements
without extensive building works, then either
another building should be chosenor the systems
department may haveto consider using unfamiliar
technologies. For instance, the use of AT&T s
Premises Distribution System (which is based on
telephonewiring) rather than IBM s Cabling System
will require less space for cables and much less
spacefor wiringclosets. (The technical characteristics of IBM s Cabling System and of wiring
schemesbased on telephone wiring are discussed
in Chapter3.) Equally, wiring schemes based on the
use of undercarpetcablesor furniture systemsthat
provide space for cables may remove the need to
install false floors.

Forcabling, the key requirements are the amount
and nature of the spaceto be allocatedfor:

=

Theentry of circuits to the building (which
may be as cables or through microwave or
satellite dishes) and the termination roomsfor
thecircuits.

Risers.

Connectionsto wiring closets.

Wiringclosets.

Equipment rooms.

Routes from closets to work locations.

The needto allocate space for termination rooms,
wiring closets, and equipment roomsis often overlooked by space planners. In exceptional circumstances, such as the dealing roomsof financial
institutions, the space requiredfor these areas may
be 25 per cent of the space available, although a
much smaller proportion is moreusual. For example,
some wiring schemesuse patch panels that can, if
necessary, be mounted on a spare wall area. The
areas will also usually need their own supplies of
powerand air conditioning. (The exceptions are the
few cases wherethe wiring scheme is completely
passive.)

The question of cable routes, and the method used
to install them, is particularly significant because
much of the cost of installing a wiring scheme is
determined by these factors. Decisions need to be
made about whethercableswill be led underfalse
floors, or through trays suspendedfrom ceilings, or
ina variety of other ways. A false floor provides a
great deal of space and can provide considerable
flexibility for the future. On the other hand, false
floors are very expensiveandit is inconvenient to
lift them oncethe building is occupied. Allowing
space forfalse floors may even require an increased
height for the building
adding directly to
construction costs.
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Allowing insufficient space for the different
elementsof a wiring scheme, or choosing inappropriate routes and methodsforinstalling the cables,
can result in future inflexibility and can mean that
substantial additional costs will be incurred. How
to avoid these difficulties is discussed in depth in
subsequent chapters.

RECOGNISE THAT A WIRING SCHEME WILL
LAST FOR MANY YEARS
Today, many wiring schemesareinstalled on the
basis of short-term considerations of cost and
convenience. This approachvirtually assures that

the wiring will be obsolete within just a few years.

It will therefore be necessary to supplement the
wiring at a later date or evento replaceit. Hither
option is likely to be expensive and will cause
significant disruption.

Wehavealreadystressedthe fact that wiring costs
are high, especially the costs of installing the
additional cables required when new equipmentis
installed or existing equipmentis moved. In most
cases, however,the identifiable direct costs are not
as significant as the hidden costs caused by:
Lossesof time, efficiency, and security due to
the physical disruption caused by cabling
work.

Delaysin theinstallation of new systems.
Delays in moving people and equipment.

The inability to relocate staff within the
building.

For example, until 1983 a majorretailer used direct
wires routed throughrisers and then overceilings
to connect terminals in one of its main office
buildings to its computer system. It was becoming
increasingly difficult to move terminals from one
part of the building to anotherandtherisers were
becomingfull. Moreover, the systems department
depended on companytradesmenor outside contractors to install new cables. The company was
growingrapidly, andflexibility to cope with the
expansion and other changes was a key requirement, but cabling problems were beginning to
constrain the organisational changes that could be
made. In 1983, a local area network was installed
to support the terminals and since then the
problems have beengreatly eased.

Wiring problems are at their most acute where
several types of wiring are needed to support
different types of equipment. For example:
Multipair telephonecables for proprietary key
telephone systems.

Twisted pairs for ASCII screens.
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93-ohm coaxial cable for IBM 3270 screens.
50-ohm coaxial cable for Ethernet.

75-ohm coaxial cable for video services.

Using several types of wiring increasesthelikelihood that when a terminal is moved, it will be toa
location with the wrong type of wiring.

In general, it is much more expensive to install
wiring after a building has been occupied than
during theinitial fitting-out. The extra cost depends
upon the type of wiring, the building, and the
circumstances, but is often about three times the
cost of initial wiring. Rewiring once the buildingis
occupied is often disruptive as well as expensive.
There are particular problems where the cables
have to be installed under a false floor. In an
occupied office, access to the floor will be impeded
by desks,filing cabinets, and staff. If the cable is to
be installed overhead or in wall trunking, the
changes can sometimes be made without great
disruption, although evenin thesesituations the
work may haveto be done outside normal working
hours, adding to the cost.

Wiring is, of course, only one of the services
required in a modernoffice building. Architects
distinguish between the various componentsof a
building (shell, services, scenery, and sets), each
having its own characteristic life, as shownin Figure
2.1. Major changes to wiring are more disruptive
than changesto either scenery orsets. Even if the
wiringis carried through special system furniture,
changesto thesets will disrupt the wiring and are
therefore often forbidden.

The worst case arises where new cable spaces have
to be created by building work suchas cutting new
channels in the concrete floor screed. In addition
to the disruption caused by the people doing the
work, the high levels of noise and dust can disturb
staff and damage machines.Thelevels of noise and
dust may well be sufficiently great to require the
whole area to be cleared before the work can
proceed.

Figure 2.1

Component
Shell

Different components of a building have

different lifetimes
Comprises

Structure, cladding, roof,

Lifetime

50+ years
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Itis therefore necessary to plan for building wiring
to be changedaslittle as possible after it has been
installed and for it to last as long as the other
building services. For new buildings and major
refurbishments, the plannedlife for wiring should
ideally be the sameasthat for the building services,
typically 15 to 20 years. In practice,the likely rate
of change and the uncertainties about the future
makethis an exceptionally demanding objective.
PLAN FOR A CHANGING INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT
It is inevitable that there will be many changes
during the next few years in the way IT is used in
office buildings, although it is not always clear what
form the changes will take. For example:

Willthe trend be towards image transmission,
or will the need for image transmission be
avoidedby theuseofintelligent character- and
icon-recognition systems?

Will office systems increasingly be used to
control and direct staff, supporting their work
but ensuring compliance with the organisation s standards? Or will they be used to support the creative and interpersonal aspects of
office work, thereby giving individual workers
more freedom?

Evenin the short to medium term, there are major
uncertainties concerning:
The degree to which processing power will
be distributed to PCs and departmental

computers.

Thesignificance of work-group systems.

Theneed for compound documents comprising
text, data, and image elements, and for more
advanced document-management systems.
Theextent to which videoconferencing will be
used.

Thefuture of telephone systems.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the total numberof
workstations or PCs installed will continue to
increase, and that the dumb terminals already
installed will progressively be replaced by more
intelligent desktop devices. The inevitable outcome
is that there will be a continuing needto reconfigure
the communications networks.
A GROWING POPULATION OF INTELLIGENT DEVICES

Partitions, furniture, carpets,
office equipment
~
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5 to 7 years

The growthin terminals and workstationsis due to
the increasing cost-effectiveness of electronic
systems relative to labour. The members that
repliedto ourinitial questionnaire had an average
of one terminalor PCto every twooffice staff. Most
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of them expectedthis to rise to one for each office
employee within five years (and we believe that
several of those whoforecast a lower ratio have
underestimated the probable growth because they
had considered only systems that are currently
planned). Most Foundation members will therefore
havetoinstall on averageat least one new terminal
or PC for every 10 staff in each of the next five years,
in addition to catering for changes and renewals.
Furthermore, PCs are expected to form a higher
proportionof the total population of workstations

aninevitable outcomeof the technical innova-

tions being incorporatedinto PCs. Figure 2.2 shows
the results of our detailed survey on this question.
The majority of the respondents reported that, at
the end of 1986, between 30 per cent and 60 per
cent of all workstations were PCs. By 1992, the
majority believe that the proportion will have risen
to between 50 per cent and 80 per cent. As the total
population of workstations is expected to double by
1992, the total numberof PCs being installed in this
period will be substantial. (The next Foundation
Report will examine future workstation trends in
detail.)
Indeed, the dramatic growth in the numberof PCs
installedis already underway.Figure 2.3 shows the
growth rates reported for PCs during 1986. It is
much greater than that for workstations generally, with nearly half the respondents reporting that
the numberof PCsinstalled increased by more than
100 per cent during 1986. By the end of 1986, these

Foundation members reported that they had installed one PCfor aboutevery five office staff. By
1992, they expect to have installed at least one for
every twoofficestaff.
EQUIPMENT WILL BE MOVED FREQUENTLY

Terminals and workstations often need to be moved

from the worklocation at which they wereoriginally

installed. The need for such movesoccurs both

because individuals change desks and, more importantly, because a work group movesto anotherpart
of the building. A figure often quotedis that onethird of workstations are moved eachyear, although
as Figure 2.4 shows, the situation varies tremendously, dependingon the type of terminal and the
organisation. For PABX extensions, one organisation reported that the number of moves was as
much as the numberof extensions. For PCs, the
most frequent responsewas that less than 5 per cent
were moved, although one organisation reported
that between 40 and 45percentofits PCs had been
moved in 1986. For mainframe terminals, one
organisation reported the numberof movesas being
at least equal to the numberof terminals, although
half the respondents had moved no morethan 20
per cent of their terminals.

PLAN FOR A CHANGING BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT
Changesin the business environmentcan affect the
demand for communications services within a
building. It is not easy to foresee some of the

Figure 2.2 A higher proportion ofterminals will be PCs by 1992
Numberof

responses

1-10

Bi Situation at the end of 1986

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

PCs as percentageoftotal workstation population

81-90

91-100

Hf Expected situation in 1992

(Source: Detailed survey of 15 Foundation members. Some responses have been omitted because of incomplete
reporting.)
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Figure 2.3 The numberof PCs installed grew rapidly in 1986
Numberof

responses

50

50-99

100-149

150-199

200-249

250-299

300-349

350-399 400-449

Percentage growth in the numberof PCsinstalled during 1986

450-499

500-549

(Source: Detailed survey of 15 Foundation members. Some responses have been omitted becauseof incomplete reporting.)

Figure 2.4 Percentage of devices moved during 1986
Numberof

responses
5

ay)

|
1-10

11-20

21-30

lI

31-40

41-50

i

61-70

Percentage of devices moved

© Mainframe terminals

HPCs

51-60

71-80

81-90

91-100

I PABX extensions

(Source: Detailed survey of 15 Foundation members. Some responses have been omitted because of incomplete reporting.)

changes that will occur. Nevertheless, those
responsible for planning the communications

infrastructure for a building must make an attempt

to assess the uncertainties in the areas that could
have the largest impact on the demand for communications services. We believe the most
important areas are changesin the business itself,
major office relocations, the demand for office
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workers, and changes in office layouts. It is also
importantto realise that in all of these areas the
changesare notrestrictedto the long term. There
are many examples of changes prompted by
business requirements happening at very short
notice. Without a flexible communicationsinfrastructure it would be impossible to accommodate
these short-term changes.
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CHANGESIN THE BUSINESSITSELF

The pace of change in business is becoming more
rapid, and product and marketlife cycles are getting
shorter. The effect of this is to allow some organisations to grow very quickly indeed, whilst other
organisations, perhaps well established today, may
contract, or even go out of business, in a relatively
short time. Indeed, as we have shownin several
recent Foundation Reports, some of these rapid
changes stem directly from the use, or non-use, of
IT. The implicationis that the planned life of anew
premises may be shorter thanit was a few years ago.
Thus, in planning a moveto new offices, one large
UKfinancial institution assumed that within five
years it would either have outgrown the new
building or have contracted so muchthat it would
have to vacatepart of it. The managementofthis
company sees little chance of less extreme
situationsarising.
OFFICE LOCATIONS

The balance betweenhigh-rent city premises and lowrent out-of-town premises continuesto fluctuate,
but with increasing advantage being seen in
the latter. In some countries, government policy
encourages organisations to move out of the large
cities into more rural and less-developed regions.
The balancein future years is a matter for speculation, which adds a further complication to
determining the timescale for facilities planning.
Someorganisations will always needto locate their
retail outlets in urban areas because they need to
provide services wherethe bulk of their customers
are. However, even these organisations can now
locate their head offices and support functionsat
out-of-town sites. The fact that these functions may
be located in city-centre offices today does not
mean that they will be there in five years time.
Indeed, communications technology is making it
easier than in the past for different parts of an
organisation to be located in different places. For
example, several UK merchant banks have their
dealers (the front offices ) in the City of London,
but their administration and support staff (the
back offices ) are located in less-expensive rural
locations.
DEMAND FOR OFFICE WORKERS

There are also considerable uncertainties about the
numbers andtypesof office workers that will use
a building. Several years ago, the top management

of one Foundation memberdeclared that a new

building would never need to accommodate more
than a certain numberofstaff during its expected
20-yearlife. Two yearslater, the board reorganised
the company and the building had to accommodate

twice that number.
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There are increasing signs, modest as yet, of fundamental changes in the way that white-collar
workers are employed and rewarded. The growth

in the use of formal objectives and of payment by

results on the one hand, and in the use of subcontractors and working at homeon the otherare

evidenceof the changesthat are occurring. These
trends could meanthat, within 10 years, the pattern

of office work will have changed substantially.

Some office workers may perform muchof their
work at home, exploiting communications
technologyto stay in touch with their offices, and

only travelling to their offices once or twice a week.

An increasing proportion of these home workers
may operate as subcontractors rather than as
employees.

Although these changesare technically possible,
andalthough early experience in companies such
as Rank Xerox and ICL suggests that there are
significant benefits both in productivity and in job
satisfaction, they are far from inevitable. Inertia
and opposition from staff, unions, and governments
may meanthatthere will have been no substantial
changeatall in 10 years time.

In addition, the use of expert systems and other
forms of artificial intelligence is likely to have
substantial effects on workinglife during the next
decade, particularly on the composition of the
labour force. However, it is still too early to be
certain what the speed andscale of the changes
will be.
OFFICE LAYOUTS

Often, a cabling schemeis installed to serve a large
open office area where most(orall) of the staff will
be using a workstation. One UK company planned
its cabling on the assumptionthat users would have
their desks in neat lines but found that they preferredfriendly clusters. However, another company
has been surprised at how easily staff have accepted
the needfor the more structured layout required by
the furniture system that carries the cables.

Open-plan offices have been widely favoured for
many years, but there is now early evidenceof a
trend away from this type of accommodation. For
example, research by companies such as IBM and

TRWindicates that cellular offices seem to increase
the productivity of programmers. This is probably
also true for other staff who make intensive use of

IT. Cellular offices are now the norm in Germany
and may become commonelsewherein time.

CHANGES CAN HAPPENIN THE SHORT TERM

Ourresearch showsthat the uncertainties in the
business environmentare notrestricted to the long
term. There are also short-term uncertainties. For
example, we found many instances where even
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short-term forecasts of communications requirements had proved to be extremely inaccurate.
These inaccuracies, we believe,are only partly the
result of users failure to inform the systems

departmentof their needs (whichis the explanation

favoured by many communications managers),
although this does happen. The inaccurate forecasts are also due to changing needsas organisations
revise their objectives and policies and respond to
external circumstancesand internal developments.
The examples below are typical of the short-term
changes that can occur:

Alarge retail chain refurbished the offices of
ahead-office buying departmentduring 1987.
As soon as the fitting-out was complete, but
before the offices were occupied, the department demanded changes to the furniture
layout.

Alarge insurance companyintroduced a new
system that issued policies more quickly than
before. The user departmenthadinstalled 30
terminals for use with this system, but the
system wasso successful that the department
immediately demanded further 40 terminals.

At the end of 1986, a large public utility was
planning to implement a newsales service
system progressively during 1987, starting with
two areaoffices. On Christmas Eve, the deputy
chairman demanded that a significant proportion of the terminals be installed by midJanuary.

Inaccurate predictions abouttherate at which new
network services will come into use are common.
For instance, in the same public utility the communications planners expected X.25 servicesto be
adopted rapidly when they wired the new computerfacility in 1986. In fact, the take-up of X.25
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services has been slower than expected, and this
organisation has had to install an additional 48
coaxial cables to support the continuing use of the
older communicationsservices.

SUMMARY

In this chapter we have shownthat the key needis
to plan forflexibility in a building s communications
infrastructure. The ideal is for a local communications system that can cope with any numberof
workstations, of any kind, in any location. The
communications infrastructure should also allow
the workstations to be moved without causing
delaysor incurring large costs. It should also be able
to provide logical connections with a variety of
computers and informationservices, both local and
remote. Although complete flexibility is, of course,
impossible, a considerable degree of flexibility is
quite possible, and it need not be expensive.
However, in emphasising the needforflexibility, we
do need to warn about a potential danger. A key
advantageofflexibility is that it allows decisions to
be deferred until all the informationis on hand to
make them properly. But it also makesit easier to
postponedecisions beyondthe point at which they
ought to be made. Although a flexible communications infrastructure may in theory allow every
departmentto chooseits own computer system, the
resulting proliferation of incompatible systemswill
imposesignificant support costs when it becomes
necessary to interlink the applications running on
those systems. Our advocacy of flexibility should
not be seen as encouragementto avoid recognising
the trade-offs between, for instance, local
autonomy and compatibility, or to avoid facing up
to the difficult decisions required to make the best
advantage of those trade-offs.
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The need for flexibility in local communications
has been arguedin the previous chapter. This need
can, in principle, be met in one of three ways or
by a combination of them. The three ways are a
local area network (LAN), a general-purpose
wiring scheme, or an integrated services PABX
(ISPABX) with its own dedicated wiring scheme.
Installing empty ducts to cater for unforeseen
requirements also provides flexibility. The particular wiring scheme, local area network, or
ISPABX selected will need to be universal in the
sense that it can support all the types of device
that the organisation might wantto install. There
are, however, significant problemsin relying either
on a local area network or on an ISPABX as a
universal solution.
We do not recommend the ISPABX option because:

Itis an expensive wayof providing wiring support for terminals,
It provides a limited data transmission rate.

It tends to bring nonvoice equipment within
the telephony regulations, thereby reducing
flexibility.

The objections to the ISPABX option were discussed at greater length in Foundation Report 54
Integrated Networks.

That leaves two main options
local area networks and universal, general-purpose wiring
schemes (which are increasingly knownasstructured wiring schemes). We now discuss each of
these options in more detail.

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
To date there is no local area network that combines good support for data transmission with
cost-effective telephony. Local area networksare
optimised for the typical pattern of data communications, which usually requires high volumes
of data to be transmitted in short intermittent
bursts. Because of this, most local area networks
have difficulty in handling the continuous (and
low-volume, in termsof bits transmitted) nature
of telephony. (We exclude the LAN-PABX hybrids
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such as the CXC Rose system because these
systems are not yet available in most countries
where there are Foundation members. However,
systemsof this type will certainly merit attention
when they become more widely available.) In addition, we believe there is no local area network
that supports all the commonly available data protocols and certainly none that can guarantee to
meet new ones in the future. In many cases
universal local area networks are an expensive
way of supporting simple terminals. A further
disadvantage is that a failure in the network
affects all the devices connected to it. (Although
automatic recovery techniquesare available, they
are used in very few local area networks.)

Local area networking technology is still developing rapidly. The result is more choice and more
options for user organisations, particularly in the
cabling that can be used for local area networks.
For example:
SynOptics Communications LattisNet provides Ethernet connections over twisted-pair
networks (this product is discussed in more
detail on page 20).

DEC, which promoted the original baseband
version of Ethernet, has now developed broadband and twisted-pair variants.

Ungermann-Bass, a leading early supplier of
Ethernet products, now offers its Ethernet
products on baseband, broadband, and optical
fibre cables.

At a higherlogicallevel, the suppliers oflocal area
networksare increasingly defining their products
in terms of services and protocols, rather than
transmission technology. For instance:
3Com, the company founded by the inventor

of Ethernet, was oneofthe first to announce

that its product would be supported over the
IBM Token Ring.

Ungermann-Bass offers products for Token
Ring and MAP networks.

Furthermore,all the local area network suppliers,
and PABX suppliers, are actively extending the
range of equipment that can be attached to their
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products

even allowing equipment designed

originally for a different cabling scheme and
switching technology to be connected. For example:

Network Systems Corporation can now support IBM 3270 screens on its HYPERbuslocal
area network.
Intecom can support Ethernet devices and
3270 screensonits integrated PABX, the IBX.

Wangsupports PCs, ASCII terminals, and 3270
screens on its Wangnet broadband system.

The implicationis that local area network products
and the cabling schemeon whichthey will run can
now be chosen independently.

STRUCTURED WIRING SCHEMES
A structured wiring scheme (sometimes knownas
universal or integrated wiring schemes) avoids
the problems of ISPABXsandlocal area networks,
but it does require the buildingto be fully prewired.
Such a scheme can be defined as one that allows:

Groups, often pairs, of attached devices to use
the same cabling to communicate with each
other.

Each group of attached devices to communicate using a different signalling method.

In practice, of course, most organisations use only
a small numberof signalling methods.

It is important to realise that structured wiring
schemesdo not allow incompatible devices to communicate with each other. Device compatibility still
has to be achieved through the use of other communications equipment such as protocol

convertors.

Structured wiring schemesprovide eachoutlet with
its own cable or set of cables. These cables are
brought togetherat a patch panel(or set of patch
panels) through which any twocables, and therefore the attached devices, may be connected. Some
applications require, and somestructured wiring
schemesprovide for, the connection of more than
two devices on the same physical circuit.

In all the major structured wiring schemes, the
patch panels (which are knownby different names
in different schemes) are intendedto be installed
on eachfloor, typically serving between 100 and 200
outlets. Figure 3.1 shows the patch panel used with
AT&T s Premises Distribution System. Patch panels
are interlinked by a backbone wiring system that
doesnot necessarily use the same typeof cable as
that used to connectthe outlets to the patch panels.
Structured wiring schemestherefore separate the
horizontal and backbone components ofthe wiring,
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linking the two parts through patch panels. They
make it easy to reconfigure the communications
networkby providing one cable, or in some cases
one set of cables, to each work location. Within a
single floor each such cable could, in principle, use
auniquesignalling system. In practice, some might
carry RS232 signals to terminals, some might carry
3270 signals to other terminals, and others might
extend Ethernet or Token Ring connections to
personal computers or workstations. Within the
backbone system there might be a mixture of
general-purpose wiring and dedicated cables. One
such arrangementis shownin Figure 3.2 overleaf.

Commercially available structured wiring schemes
are able to support most standard and some
nonstandard local area networks and PABXs. Using
a structured wiring scheme does not therefore
preclude theuse of a universallocal area network
oranISPABX, although it may make such use more
expensive. The use of a structured wiring scheme
allows decisions on local area networks and other
formsof data transmission supportto be deferred.

Thus,structured wiring schemeshave twoprincipal
advantages
they can support a wide variety of
devices and networks, and each particular outlet
can easily be switched to a different communications service. For instance, a Token Ring socket can
be converted to an Ethernet or 3270 socketin just
afew minutes. These advantagesare directly relevantto the problemsofhorizontal wiring, which are
the biggest problemsin building wiring.

Our research has shownthat structured wiring
schemes can meet mostforeseeable building comFigure 3.1 AT&T s Premises Distribution System
patch panel

ows of
Terminals

The aboveillustration is reproduced with AT&T's permission
and shows an AT&T type 110 cross connect.
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munications needs while leaving options open for
the future; they also make reconfiguration easy.
It is quite possible for an organisation to define and
construct its own structured wiring scheme, and
several Foundation members have done so. They
have usually followedthis course of action because
no proprietary schemewas available or because the
proprietary schemes seemedtoo expensive. Homemade schemeshavethe advantages oflow cost and

of being tailor-made for the particular circumstances. Such a wiring schemecanbe constructed
by selecting inexpensive componentsfrom standard
catalogues. Bulk purchasescan further reducethe
price of the components,allowing the organisation
to benefit significantly from economiesof scale.
However,to obtain the full benefits of a structured
wiring scheme,it is essential to ensure thatit conformsto industry standards(system suppliers will,

Figure 3.2 An example of a structured wiring scheme
Horizontal wiring
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terminal

spare
socket
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standard cable

spare
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of course, build terminals that can be used with
industry-standard wiring schemes). An organisation with suitably skilled staff could certainly
devise its own wiring schemethat did comply with
one of the emerging standards. This approach,

Wiring scheme options

Figure 3.3 IBM Cabling System wiring closet with
nonstandard 3270 patch panel

however, would have two disadvantages:

There wouldbe no external supplier to support
the scheme.

It would bedifficult to benefit from industry
experience with wiring schemes, most of
which wouldrelate to the proprietary schemes.

We therefore regard designing a home-made scheme
as a last resort and recommendthat a proprietary
wiring scheme be used.
PROPRIETARY STRUCTURED WIRING SCHEMES

Several suppliers have announced proprietary
structured wiring schemesas general solutions to
the problem of wiring buildingsfor voice and data.
The best-known proprietary schemes are IBM s
Cabling System, AT&I s Premises Distribution
System (PDS), Bull s Building Cabling System, and
DEC s DECconnect.

Proprietary wiring schemes have certain common
characteristics:

There is a wiring closet on eachfloor. (Figure
3.3 showspart of an IBM Cabling System wiring
closet installed at a Foundation member s head
office. Note that this closet contains a nonstandard 3270 patch panel.)

Theyprovide high density of sockets, usually
at least one per work location.

They use standard types of cable for both the
backbonewiring and the horizontal wiring.

Thereisa limit onthe length of cable permitted
between a device and the wiring closet and
between any two devices in one building
connected to the wiring scheme.
Both the backbone and horizontal wiring
should ideally be installed whenthe building
is built or refurbished.

With appropriate interface units, proprietary wiring
schemes can support a wide variety of equipment
types. These include IBM 3270 and System 3x
terminals, Wang workstations, and devices with
RS232 and RS422 interfaces. Most wiring schemes
can also support local area networks complying
with the IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) and IREE 802.5
(Token Ring) standards.
Structured wiring schemesinclude configuration
rules that limit the lengths of the cables. Most
schemeshaverestrictions on two distances:

Thedistance from the device to the wiring
closet; 100 metres in the case of the IBM
Cabling System.
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The distance between any two wiringclosets;
200 metres in the case of the IBM Cabling
System.

Various surveys have shownthat 80 per cent of
terminals are located within 30 metresof a riser, so
the first restriction will only be a problem in the
most exceptional circumstances.A floor big enough
to present such a problem would certainly justify
the installation of a second wiring closet. The
secondrestriction would limit a wiring system to a
building of no more than about 40 floors
sufficientfor the large majority of office buildings.

Most schemesuse four-wire cables for horizontal
wiring. The schemes can be divided into those that
use conventional telephone wire, those that use
shielded twisted pairs, and DECconnect
which
uses a mixture (see Figure 3.4 overleaf). Note,
however, that the telephone wire used with
structured wiring schemesis manufacturedto strict
specifications. Much of the older telephone wire
already installed in many buildings has different
characteristics and is not suitable for use with
structured wiring schemes. Notealso that none of
the schemes shownin Figure 3.4 usesoptical fibres
for horizontal wiring, although, interestingly, the
pre-release versions of IBM s Cabling System
included a type 3 station cable that did use optical
fibres, but this is not offered commercially today. At
presentoptical fibres are too expensive because:
Thetight tolerances required for basic system
components, and the low production volumes,
increase the cost of the components.
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Splicing and terminating fibresis a specialised

skill.

Even low-speed terminals need electronic
interface units.

Figure 3.5 Typical configuration of a DECconnect
satellite equipment room

Proprietary wiring schemes use two different
approaches to the backbone network used to
interlink the wiring closets
active and passive.
In a passive system, such as AT&T s PDS, the

backbone cables have the same electrical

properties as the horizontal cables, and each pair
of wires in a horizontal cable is connected directly
to a pair in a backbonecable. The backbone cable
may consist of 25 or 50 pairs of cables for ease of
handling.
In an active system, such as the Ethernet support
provided by DECconnect, an electronic interface
unit converts the signalling used on the horizontal
cable to that used in the backbone. In DECconnect,

the horizontal cables are Thinwire Ethernet and the

backbone cable is usually ordinary (thick) Ethernet, although a broadbandoroptical-fibre system
may also be used. Figure 3.5 shows a typical layout
of a DECconnectsatellite equipment room. Note
that this wiring scheme uses both active and
passive elements. Typically, an installation may use
passive patching for telephones and low-speed
data links, and an active approach for local area
networks.
Proprietary structured wiring schemes have
already established a place in the market. Of the
104 organisations that replied to our initial
questionnaire, 22 had already installed IBM s
Figure 3.4 Cables used for horizontal wiring in
proprietary wiring schemes
Type of cable

Unshielded twisted

pairs (telephone wire)

For voice
For data

Wiring scheme

ea

v
v

4

Thinwire Ethernet

*Using type 2 cable, which combines telephone and data
wires in a common sheath

**BCScable consists of four twisted pairs in a common shield
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Cabling System, the first structured cabling
scheme for nonvoice applications.
THE USEFULNESS OF STRUCTURED WIRING
SCHEMESIS BEING EXTENDED

The uses to which a structured wiring scheme can
be put have been greatly extended during the past
few years as a result of intensive research and
development work. Only a year or two ago there
was a general view that ordinary twisted-pair
telephone cables could not be used for data
transmission in buildings at speeds above about
1M bit/s; and many doubted if even that were
possible.

However, early in 1986 SynOptics Communications
(formerly Astro Communications) of Palo Alto,
California, announced LattisNet, a product that
allowsthe full 10M bit/s of Ethernetto be carried

over any IBM Cabling System installation. By the
middle of 1987, SynOptics had installed more than

15,000 LattisNet nodes in more than 60
organisations. In August 1987, AT&T announced
that it had certified LattisNet as able to operate
over any PDSinstallation. This was followed by
announcements from other Ethernet suppliers
including Hewlett-Packard, DEC, and 3Com. Betatest users of LattisNet have described themselves
as extremely happy with the product. One, the
University of Wisconsin, told us that a 16-node
system ran for a month before the first error was
detected. The layoutof the wiring for a LattisNet
implementation is shown in Figure 3.6.

It is too soon to knowthe ultimate data transmission rate that will be practical over telephone
wire. In our view, however, the 10M bit/s achieved
by LattisNetis not the limit for data transmission
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over telephone wire. (We understand that AT&T

has a 45M bit/s video system running in a
laboratory, for example.)

The usefulness of structured wiring schemes is
also being extended as local area network
suppliers and computer suppliers adapt their
products so that they can be used with the wiring
schemes. (Some of the developments were
mentioned on pages 16 and 17.)
Because structured wiring schemes can support a
variety of local area networks and signalling
systems, the installation of such a wiring scheme
does not commit the user to one particular local
area network (unlike the installation of a dedicated wiring scheme). Thus, a DEC user that
installs AT&T s PDS still has the option of running
IBM 3270 terminals or Token Rings.

Wiring scheme options

As the suppliers continue to develop products to
exploit the installed base of telephone cable and
other structured wiring, organisations will be
offered additional choices. These developments
herald the day whenit will be possible to select
equipment, local networking technology, and
cabling schemesseparately and independently of
each other. Even today, the better structured
wiring schemes support a greater range of interfaces and devices than do the standardlocal area
networks.
LIMITATIONS OF STRUCTURED WIRING SCHEMES

The present generation of structured wiring
schemes do have several limitations, particularly
with respect to video distribution, voice-data
integration, and support for certain local area
networks. Some proprietary schemesalso require
considerable space for wiring closets.

Figure 3.6 Wiring layout for a LattisNet implementation
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Of the major proprietary wiring schemes, only
DECconnect can carry a full broadband signal
(becauseit includes a coaxial cable as part of the
wiring scheme). However, baluns (balancers/unbalancers) are available to carry baseband closedcircuit television signals on a variety of cables,
including IBM Cabling System and telephone
twisted pairs. A structured wiring scheme that
uses opticalfibres for horizontal distribution could
carry video signals to each workstation, but at
present such a scheme would be expensive to
install and maintain.

Most structured wiring schemesare installed for
data transmission purposes only. However, some
schemes(in particular the IBM Cabling System)
provide the lowest level of voice-data integration
by enclosing separate voice and data wires in a
common sheath.
In addition, structured wiring schemes are not
suitable for certain local area networks, such as
Omninet (Unisys s Usernet) that require a single
unbroken and unjointed length of wire laid in a
bus topology. (It might be possible for a wiring
scheme to support a limited number of attachments to such a networkif the joints were made
with very great care, however.) They are also
unsuitable for broadband communications.
Some proprietary wiring schemes require a surprisingly large amountof space for wiringclosets.
For example, IBM recommends that nearly four
square metres be reserved for a wiring closet that
will serve up to 256 outlets. And according to DEC,
a space of four square metres is required for a
DECconnect wiring closet that can support only
64 active connections. (In practice, however,
wiring contractors are achieving acceptable
installations in less space.)

IBM S CABLING SYSTEM COMPARED WITH
OTHER PROPRIETARY SCHEMES

There are already at least half a dozen commercially available structured wiring schemes
(more, if one counts the variations allowed in some
of them). They are all based, at least to some
extent, on the concepts that have been used in
telephone wiring for many years, especially the
use of wiring closets to provide flexibility in the
way the schemeis laid out. However, they differ
from existing telephone wiring practices in that:
The electronic properties of the cable are
closely specified.
There are strict, though practical, limits on
the cable lengths.

Certain telephone practices are forbidden.
The mostsignificant of these are the use of
loading coils (only used on long cables) and
bridge taps.
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The main technological choice with wiring
schemes is between those that are based on

telephone cables (which we call telephone cable
schemes
TCSs) and those based on shielded
cables, most notably the IBM Cabling System. TCSs

include AT&I s PDS and the Ericsson Cabling
System (ECS). The main differences between TCSs
and the IBM Cabling System are:

TCSs use unshielded twisted-pair cables;

IBM s Cabling System is based on cables with
individually shielded pairs. IBM does allow
unshielded telephone cable, which it calls
type 3 cable, although it is subject to lower
range and transmission-rate limits. However,

IBM recommendsshielded cables for new
Cabling System installations.

TCSs use telephone components. These are
familiar and compact(especially compared to
IBM Cabling System components), and have
been engineered for low cost and easy
installation.

TCSs should therefore be used in preference to
IBM s product whereprice, space, and flexibility
are important considerations
as they will be in
most organisations. In some instances, however,
specific commercial and technical considerations
will favour the use of the IBM Cabling System.
It is important to note that TCSs require
unshielded twisted pairs manufactured to tight
specifications. They cannot be implemented with
the old-style telephone wire installed in many
buildings.
PROPRIETARY SCHEMES BASED ON UNSHIELDED
TWISTED PAIRS HAVE CONSIDERABLE ADVANTAGES

The main advantagesof proprietary wiring schemes
based on unshielded twisted pairs are that they are
inexpensive, compact, and able to support today s
standardlocal area networks,as well as a wide range
of communicationsservices.
Unshielded twisted pairs are inexpensive
Thecosts of installing a wiring schemevary greatly,
from less than $75 to over $1,000 per outlet,
depending on the wiring scheme,the building, and
whether conduits have to be installed. Experience
has shownthat schemesbased on telephone wiring

are usually the least expensive to install whilst IBM's

Cabling System is often the most expensive. For
example, in the United Kingdom British Telecom
installs telephone wire for £50 ($90) per point and
one UK Foundation member budgets $125 ($230) for
each dual AT&T PDSoutlet installed. A recent PDS
installation in London cost only $46 ($85) per outlet.
IBM s Cabling System usually costs $200 ($370) per
outlet to install, and someinstallations have cost
much morethan this.
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A Norwegian Foundation memberfound that the
IBM Cabling System would cost between NKr4,000
and NKr5,000 ($650 to $800) per outlet, whereas
its own telephone-cable-based schemecost at most
NkKr2,000 ($325) per outlet.

Unshielded twisted-pair systems are compact
Unshielded twisted-pair cables are smaller than
other cables and have small bendingradii:
Standard Ethernet cable is thick, and has a
large bending radius. In addition, considerable space is required for cable taps and
for transceivers.

IBM s type 2 cable can be difficult to lay
because of its size, especially when it is has
to be bent around a corner.

The IBM Cabling System, like DECconnect,
requires much more space for satellite wiring
closets and for the cables themselves. Because
of these characteristics, some organisations have
experienced significant problems in installing
these systems. For instance, a French insurance
company foundthatits existing cable spaces were
too small to take the cable, and that the installation
process was very slow because ofthis.

Unshielded twisted pairs will support today s
standard LANs
Several large organisations now run Token Ring
networks over telephone wire, and this practice
is endorsed by IBM. (However, the maximum
cable lengths permitted with the IBM Token Ring
are lower whenit runs on non-IBM wiring schemes
than when it runs on the IBM Cabling System.)
AT&Thas developedStarlan, a 1M bit/s local area
network designed especially for twisted pairs, and
this product has been readily accepted because of
its low cost. Equipment is now available to extend
the IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) transceiver interface
at its full speed over 100 metres of twisted-pair
wire. DEC, Hewlett-Packard, and 3Com havealso
announced local area network products that can
use twisted-pair cables.

Unshielded twisted pairs can support a wide

range of services

The only communications services that cannot be
supported by unshielded twisted pairs are video
distribution and broadbandlocal area networks
such as those based on the MAPprotocols. However, the star-shaped wiring topology used with
TCSs and with IBM s Cabling System will not
supportall types of local networks designed for
twisted pairs. Some of those based on buses and
rings cannot be supported effectively. This is
an important restriction in some environments
because it precludes the use of proprietary
systems such as Omninet and Videonet.
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The range of communications services that can
be supported by unshielded twisted pairs will
increaseas the transmission rate is increased. To
date, telephone-wire-based schemes have not
been proved to work at more than 10Mbit/s, but
developmentis rapid and this limit is bound to
increase. Despite repeated requests, various suppliers have been unwilling to divulge their thinking on this topic, and we have not been able to
establish the ultimate data transmission rate that
can be achieved over twisted pairs.
THE ADVANTAGES PROVIDED BY THE IBM CABLING
SYSTEM ARE NOT RELEVANT FOR MOST
ORGANISATIONS

Five advantagesare claimed for the IBM Cabling
System:
Shielded wire has better immunity to
electromagnetic interference.

Shielded wire emits less electromagnetic
radiation.

IBM will ensurethat its future products will
be able to useit.

Shielded wire can be used for higher
signalling rates.
Shielded wire allows moreflexibility in cable
layout.

Without doubt, these are significant advantages.
As we now explain, however, they are advantages
that many organisations may not needin the shortto-medium term.

Shielded wire has better immunity to
electromagnetic interference
Provided that the shield is correctly earthed,
shielded wire certainly does provide better immunity
to electromagnetic interference. However, it is
not true that every shielded system has better
immunity than every unshielded one: the balanced
signalling systems that are used in most structured
wiring schemesalready provide a substantial degree
of isolation from electromagnetic interference.

Electromagnetic interference may cause the
signals being transmitted over the cable to be
corrupted. However, an absolutely error-free
medium is neither possible nor necessary because
every well-designed data link protocol includes
error-control procedures. The main pointat issue
is whether the electromagnetic interference
immunity provided by systems based on unshielded telephone wire is sufficient over the
limited distances (typically no more than 100
metres) for which such systems are used. The
difficulty is that previous experience with communications systemsis not very useful in resolving
this issue. In the past, communications between
computers and terminals have been based on
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unbalanced signalling systems such as RS232
(V.24). Unbalanced systems are very susceptible
to electromagnetic interference, whereas the
balanced systems, such as RS422, and those used
between baluns that are coming into use are much
less susceptible to electromagnetic interference.
There is a growing body of evidence that
unshielded cables can provide perfectly adequate
immunity to electromagnetic interference, particularly when they are used in conjunction with
balancedsignalling systems. SynOptics, for example,

claims an error rate of one in 10" bits for its

twisted-pair Ethernet system, LattisNet, the same
as for the original Ethernet coaxial cable. And
there are several cases where unshielded cables
are being used successfully for data transmission
in industrial plants, where electromagnetic interferenceis generally much higher thanin offices.
These cases include Thompson Regional Newspapers in the United Kingdom and InlandSteel at
Oakbrook, Illinois.
We therefore conclude that, in most cases, unshielded wire will provide sufficient immunity to
electromagnetic interference. If especially high
immunity is necessary, unshielded wire can belaid
in metal conduits. If this provides inadequate
immunity, the best solution is probably to use
optical fibres.
Shielded wire emits less electromagnetic
radiation
It is generally the case that shielded wire emits less
electromagnetic radiation than unshielded wire.
But again, the point at issue is whether the
emissions from unshielded systemsare tolerable.
The most recent productsfor high-speed signalling
over unshielded twisted pairs address this problem
by preconditioning . That is, they round off the
wave,eliminating the higher overtones that would
otherwise be present. This technique, which
depends on goodreceiver design, greatly reduces
electromagnetic radiation. As an example,thefirst
Ethernet product for unshielded twisted pairs,
LattisNet, meets the US emission rules for equipment to be used in commercial premises (Federal
Communications Commission Part 15, subpart J,
for class A devices) with substantial margins .
However, there may be somesites where, because
of the use of sensitive equipment or because of
high security requirements, the electromagnetic
radiation from unshielded wires may be
unacceptable. (Breaches of security through
radiation
eavesdropping
were discussed in
Foundation Report 51
Threats to Computer
Systems.) In these situations, the best choiceis to
use optical fibres, although in extreme cases the
whole building may need to be shielded.
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Weconclude that unshielded wire can be operated
at high signalling speeds without producing excess
electromagnetic radiation.
IBM will ensure that future equipment will
be able to use its Cabling System
Although it is reasonably safe to assume that
future IBM equipment will be able to operate over
IBM s Cabling System, it is not absolutely certain
that this will be the case. First, there are technical

limits on the use that existing IBM equipment can

make of the Cabling System, and, second, we
expect to see the widespread adoption of optical
fibres in the longer term byall suppliers, including
IBM. (The pre-announcement prototype of the
IBM Cabling System included a wiring schemethat
providedoptical fibres to every desk, and optical-

fibre schemeswereinstalled at beta-test sites such
as Carnegie-Mellon University.)

Onepossibility is that IBM may develop products
that require the higher transmission rates available
with the IBM Cabling System. In our view, other
suppliers would respond to such a move by
improving the effective performance of the lowerspeed networks and media(possibly by developing
unshielded pairs that can be used for higher
transmission rates).
Thus, we donotbelieve that future IBM equipment
will be restricted to operating only over the IBM
Cabling System. There is plenty of experience of
supporting 3270 screens over unshielded twisted
pairs, and there are many innovative suppliers
with aninterestin exploiting the opportunities of
using IBM equipment with their products. (They
will be helped in this by IBM s layered architectures for workstations, which allows one communicationslayer to be replaced without changing
the others.) Evidence of the trend towards using
IBM equipment with other suppliers wiring
products comes from equipmentalready available.
For example, we estimate that there are presently
more balun productsavailable for telephone wire
than thereare for IBM s Cabling System. The only
long-term constraintis likely to be concerned with

the upperlimit on thesignalling rate that can be
achieved over twisted pairs.

Shielded wire can be used for higher
signalling rates
It is not clear whetherthe limiting data rate is
really higher for shielded than for unshielded
cable. Neither AT&T nor IBM haspublished detailed
technical research supporting their claims for
superiority for unshielded and shielded wires
respectively. Our own opinion is that technical
superiority depends on whetherlossor cross-talk
is the key constraint on data communications.
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In practice, however, we believe that arguments
about the technical merits of shielded and unshielded cable, and about the data transmission
rates that can in theory be achieved with both
types of cable, are largely irrelevant. We say this
because, in our view, the signalling rates that can
now be achieved over unshielded twisted pairs will
be more than adequate to meet the applications
requirements of many organisations for the next
10 years.

First, existing Ethernet and Token Ring systems
are, in almost all cases, completely adequate
for today s local communications needs. (The
exceptions are some groupsof software engineers
sharing resources between powerful workstations,
such as the Sun andApollo products; these groups
are quite atypical of offices generally.)

Second, the workstation of the future will look
more like a PC than a terminal. In practice, PCs
can rarely transferdata files at more than 100,000
bit/s. Future PCs will be able to use higherrates,
of course, but our calculations suggest that rates
exceeding 2M bit/s will not be needed for handling
office communications (voice, data, or image) in
the forseeable future. Thus, the 10M bit/s already
available over unshielded twisted pairs should
meet most local communications needs for some
years to come.

Much higher rates may be needed for special
purposes, such as the transfer of moving colour
pictures as digital data, although improvements
in data compression methods, badly needed to
economise on expensive intersite bandwidth, may
reduce eventhis to less than 2M bit/s. If high-speed
links have to be provided to individual workstations, this can be done with dedicated channels
rather than by a (shared channel) local area network. Such an arrangement would cause no difficulty for a structured wiring scheme based on
either kind of twisted pair cable. However, we
expect requirements for such high-speed links to
be rare for at least the next 10 years.

For an ordinary commercial organisation, therefore, it is reasonably probable that a only a few
users will need local area networks providing more
than 10M bit/s within the next 10 years. As we
show overleaf, we expect optical fibres to be
generally used for data transmission rates of more
than 10M bit/s in significantly less than 10 years.
There is therefore no need to provide for higher
transmission rates in a wiring scheme based on
coppercables.

There is also a possibility that very high data
transmission rates will be required to meet some
as yet unforeseen need. Organisations must decide
for themselves whether to accept the risk of this
occurring or to pay more for a wiring scheme that
could meet such needs. We believe thatit is very
unlikely that such needs will arise within 10 years.
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Thehistory of local area networksprovides further
evidencefor our view that existing technology will
suffice for the foreseeable future. Local area networks were invented in 1974, but they are only
now coming into general use, illustrating the
familiar lag between the invention of a technology
and its general use. Moresignificant, however, is
the fact that most of today s workstations could
still be well supported by the very first local area
networks
Ethernet 1 and the Cambridge Ring.

Because of the technology-applicationlag, if much
higher transmission rates were likely to be required in 10 years time, we would expect to see
signs today of experimental prototypes able to
meet such requirements. We see no suchsigns.

Shielded wire allows flexible cable layouts
The configuration rules for the IBM Cabling System
are less restrictive than those for TCSs. For
instance:
Station cables can be longer.

Distances between wiring closets can be
greater.

Itis not necessary to avoid sourcesof electromagnetic interference such as fluorescent
lights.

These are real advantages but their significance
depends on the circumstances in a particular
building. For example, the maximum length for an
IBMshielded station cable is 100 metres, significantly greater than the 70 metres specified for
PDS. In our experience, however, a limit of 70
metres will not be a problem in most buildings.
Similarly, there are many cases where the extra
distance betweenwiring closets is of no concern
and where cable routes do not run near to
fluorescentlights.

A more severe constraint on wiring layout arises

if it is necessary to stay within the limits specified
by IBM for the operationof its Token Ring Network
over unshielded cable. IBM specifies that Token
Ring station cables can be no longer than 45 metres
for unshielded telephone wire, compared with 100
metres for its Cabling System. However, other
suppliers claim that their versions of Token Ring
networks can operate on unshielded twisted pairs
over greater distances. We believe that the 45metre restriction specified by IBM is extremely
conservative.

USE SCHEMES BASED ON TELEPHONE WIRE
WHEREVER POSSIBLE

It is clear that structured wiring schemes based on
telephone wire are cost-effective and can meet
the local communications requirements of most
organisations for the foreseeable future. The
installation costs of schemes based on telephone
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wire can beaslittle as one-third of the cost of
installing the IBM Cabling System, and they have
been shown to work at 10M bit/s with the IEEE
802.3 (Ethernet) standard and at 4M bit/s with the
IEEE 802.5 (Token Ring) standard. Structured
wiring schemesbased on unshielded twisted-pair
telephone wire should therefore be selected unless
there are special reasons for choosing the IBM
Cabling System, for example:
If a site has particularly high levels of
electromagnetic interference.

If there is a needfor higher transmission rates
than those that can be provided by unshielded
twisted pairs.

The level of electromagnetic interference can be
established by measurement, and suppliers such
as AT&T, DEC, and Hewlett-Packard now offer
measurementservicesfor sites and wiring systems.
It will be unusual for the level of electromagnetic
interferenceto be high enoughto prohibit the use
of unshielded cables.

A few organisations may havespecialised requirements that preclude the use of schemes based
either on telephone wire or on the IBM Cabling
System. In a factory, for example, or in an office
closely associated with a factory, there will be
long-term advantagesin being able to support the
General Motors Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP). This requires either a broadband
cable or, when the standards are fully defined, a
MAPoptical-fibre ring.

If electromagnetic interference levels are exceptionally high, or if there are very high security
requirements, or if the environment may contain
inflammablegases, then optical fibres, rather than
copper wire, should be used.

A basic unshielded twisted-pair wiring scheme
may need to be supplemented with other forms
of wiring in order to meet special requirements.
In dealing rooms, for example, and, perhaps, in the
financial departments of other organisations, it
may be necessary to provide separate, special
wiring for existing specialised financial services.
(The special wiring will often be coaxial cable or
optical fibres used to distribute a video signal from
a central gateway machine.) However, many of the
specialised services are currently being converted
to use standard digital network technologies. In
general, a broadband cable installation will be
required onlyif thereis a significant requirement
to distribute television signals.

The installation of dedicated cable may also be
justified if the organisation can obtain substantial
benefits from a proprietary local area network
that cannot be supported on the standard
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wiring scheme. For example, separate cabling for
Ethernetis likely to be justified if the organisation
is a substantial user of Ethernet-based equipment
and if DEC is the predominant supplier. The
separate cable could be a standard Ethernet bus
cable or a cable manufactured to the IEEE 802.3
10 base 2 standard (commonly known as
Cheapernet), but installed to DECconnect
standards.

Ultimately, we believe that all local communications (voice and data) will be based on optical
fibres. At present, however, schemes based on
telephone wiring are less expensive than optical
fibres because of the high cost of the electronics
needed to connect a fibre to a computer or
terminal and thespecial skills neededto splice and
terminate fibres. In mostcases today, opticalfibres
can be justified for in-house cabling only if there
is a need for transmission rates of more than 10M
bit/s, if there are special security requirements, or
if there is an acute shortage of cable space.

However, we expect the present problemsof using
optical fibres for local communications to be
overcome during the next few years. Thus, as
Figure 3.7 shows, fibre will become the preferred
medium at progressively lower transmission rates,
By the mid-1990s, we believe that optical-fibre
technology will have advancedto the stage where
metal cables will be preferred only for rates below

IM bits.

In preparation for the day when it will be
necessary to install optical fibres, we suggest that,
during any wiring work carried out today, organisations should consider installing empty tubes.
Optical fibres can then either be pulled through
the tubes or, using a recently developed technology, be blown through them.

SELECTING A SUPPLIER FOR A
PROPRIETARY WIRING SCHEME

At present, there are several suppliers of telephone-wire-based structured wiring schemes in
Europe, and we expect other suppliers to enter the
market within the next few months. In choosing
a supplier, an organisation needsto consider three
factors:
The needfor technical support during system
design. Unless it is prepared to be a pioneer,
the organisation should choose a supplier that
has significant experience of designing and
installing structured wiring schemes andthat
hasskilled staff who can be readily available
on site if required.

The needforskilled tradesmento install the
wiring scheme, preferably employed by an
experienced local contractor.
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Figure 3.7 Optical fibres will be the preferred technology for progressively lower transmission rates
Data rate

Over 20Mbit/s
10M to 20M bit/s
1M to 10Mbit/s
Below 1M bit/s
1986

1988

1994

Metal cables preferred

{HB Optical fibres preferred
-

The need to stay in line with emerging
standards. Many of the most innovative products in this area are being developedin the
United States, and, in practice, this means
choosing a supplier that can comply with the
standards for the IBM Cabling System or AT&T's
PDS,at least for cables. It is regrettably the case
that quite small changes in certain cable
characteristics (the accuracy of the balance in
balanced pairs, for instance) may make the
difference betweena link that works and one
that does not work.

Insomecountriesit will be possible to find suppliers
who meetall these requirements. In others, some
difficult trade-offs may have to be made.

Those organisations choosing to install the IBM
Cabling System haveno choice in the matter. The
components must be obtained from IBM or an IBMapproved supplier, and this will usually be via an
installation contractor.

BACKBONE WIRING

So far this chapter has dealt largely with wiring
alternatives for horizontal wiring. However mostof
today s structured wiring schemes use cables of the
sametype for both backbone andhorizontal wiring.
Asaresult, a floor with 200staff, all of whom might
use ASCII or 3270 terminals, may be connected to
the computer room by 200 coaxial and 200 twistedpair data cables. This approach inevitably requires
alarge numberofcablesto be installed in therisers,
which can lead to weight and space problemsin a
multistorey building. The problems can be reduced,
however, by using cable multiplexing techniques.
(These techniques are discussed in Chapter 5on
pages 38 and 39.)
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Thereis another disadvantage of running individual
cables from each terminal to the computer room.
This arrangement will not work well at high
signalling speeds becausethe signals usually have
to be regenerated every few hundred metres (unless
optical fibres are used, in which case longer
distances are acceptable). The best way of overcoming these difficulties is to base the backbone
wiring on a wideband network, probably a local
area network.
An office area containing 250 staff and served by
asingle wiringcloset is unlikely ever to need more
than 10 separate local area networks, and two may
well be sufficient. For a high degree ofresilience,
the backbone network needs to comprise two highspeed local area networks. Figure 3.8 overleaf
shows, as an example, how two horizontal local area
networks might be supported by a backbone
comprising two high-speed Token Rings, each based
on dual optical fibres. Each wiring closet will
require four incoming and four outgoing fibres to
support these networks. A generous backbone
wiring schemefor 250 staff might therefore be:
100 cables for dumb terminals (which can be
reduced to 14 cables if multiplexors are used).
Four 12-fibre cables, with 8 fibres being used
for the backbonelocal area networks, leaving
40 fibres spare.

The moveto local area networks for workstation
support will reduce both the numberof cables
needed in the backbone networkand theirvariety.
However,although local area networkswill certainly
be the dominantlocal data transmission technology
during the next five years, there is always the
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Figure 3.8 Configuration of backbonelocal area networks based onoptical fibres

Fibres are
duplicated
for
resilience

Bridge to
backbone
wiring

ee

To other
f loors

Rings are
duplicated
for
resilience

Bridge to
backbone LAN 1

Horizontal LAN 1

Horizontal LAN 2
Bridge to
backbone LAN 2
To

computer

room

(Note: Backbone wiring is based on duplicate Token Ring LANs.)
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possibility that a new technology, requiring more
cables, will become popularin the longer term. It
will therefore be prudent to leave plenty of spare

space to permit these cables to be installed.

Although this advice is contrary to that given for
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horizontal wiring, it is much easierto install new
cables in a riser thanit is to install many new cables
in an office area. Thus, there is less need for
flexibility in the backbonewiring, and theinitial
provision can be less complete.
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Every organisation gets the occasional opportunity
to make a new start on wiring. This opportunity may
arise because of a move to anewbuilding ora major
refurbishmentofan existing building.It also arises,
though ona lesserscale, every time the organisation
opensa new branchorotherlocaloffice. Today, the
majority of Foundation members, 58 per cent of
those that replied to ourinitial questionnaire, have
not prewired their buildings for nonvoice communications. The remaining 42 per cent have prewired to some extent, but this is often restricted to
newbuildings or, ina few cases,to only partsof their
buildings.
Becausethe installation of wiring in an occupied
building is so disruptive, we believe that any opportunity for prewiring should be eagerly seized by the
systems director. However, a prewiring project has
to be planned carefully. Care has. to be taken to
ensure that adequate presentations are installed
both for voice communications and data communications. It is also importantto ensure that the cables
are installed in a planned mannerso thatit will be
easy to maintain the wiring system. It is all too easy
to create a random jumble of cables where no one
knows for certain which cable is connected to which
presentation point. The main purpose of prewiring a building with a well-planned, well-laid-out
structured wiring schemeis to avoid this.
Enough outlets should beinstalled at the outset so
that when device is movedto anewlocation, there
is always a conveniently located outlet. The correct
density for outlets dependsboth on the organisation
that will occupy the building and on the approach
taken to space planning. The following principles
should be used in deciding the numberof outlets:
The density should be determined by the
maximum number of staff who could be
accommodated, not the expected number.

Different densities will be neededin different
partsofthe office space, but the difference will
not be great.
Thecorrect density depends upon the method
used for cable routeing, being lower if the
presentationsare integrated with a furniture

system or are movable.
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Appendix 2 contains detailed advice about

determining the numberof presentation points on
the wiring schemeand aboutcable routeing.In this
chapterwefocus on the benefits that can be gained
from prewiring a building, particularly on the economic caseforinstalling a wiring scheme. Wedo this
by presenting cost models that identify the payback
periodsfor various types of wiring scheme. Wealso
highlight the needto install separate wiring schemes
for voice communications (telephony), security
communications, environmental control, and data
communications.

BENEFITS OF PREWIRING
From ourdiscussions with organisations that prewiredtheir buildings some years ago,it is clear that
substantial qualitative (nonfinancial) benefits can
be obtained from prewiring. The major nonfinancial
benefits are:
Improving the controlof the wiring scheme by
the systems department.
Facilitating a move into new accommodation.

Simplifying subsequent movesof people and
equipment.

Improving the speed of response to requests to
move equipment.
Reducing the numberof wiringfaults.

Substantial cost savings can also be obtained from
prewiring. Theseare discussedin the next section
beginning on page 32.
IMPROVED CONTROL BY THE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT

Once a building has been prewired, most requests
for new or altered connections can besatisfied

withoutinstalling new cables. And even where new

cables are neededthey will usually be quite short
afew metres at most to connect a device to an
adjacentsocket. In manysituations such cables can

be installed by systems staff

there is no need to

involve outside tradesmen. The systems depart-

mentis therefore in control of the wiring scheme

andis able to make the decisions about when and
how to change the wiring. Such decisions may
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involve making a trade-off between the cost of
changing the wiring andthelevelof servicethatis

provided. If the systems departmentis not in con-

trol of the wiring scheme, these trade-offs cannot
be madesoeasily.
EASIER MOVES INTO NEW ACCOMMODATION

Movesinto new offices are inevitably confused and
disorganised. In almost every case, some of the
carefully made arrangementsfor staff, equipment,
or procedureswill prove to be impractical and will
have to be changed quickly. Moving to new accommodationis therefore a particularly testing time for
everyone concerned, and because of the growing
dependence on IT, the systems department is
increasingly involved in ensuring that the right
facilities are installed in preparation for the move.

For example, in 1986 one Foundation member
movedinto a newly constructed head office building in arural area. Despite its late involvementin
planning the move, the systems department was
able to have the whole building prewired with the
IBM Cabling System. Afterwards, the main board
director in charge of the move, aman not noted for
his sympathy for IT, was amazed at the speed with
whichthe systems department wasable to move in.
I never
After inspecting the work, he said,
believed this waspossible. Speaking to staff in the
new building, the chairmansingled out the systems
staff and praised them for contributing to the success of the move.
SIMPLIFYING SUBSEQUENT EQUIPMENT MOVES

Prewiring a building can makeit much easier and
quicker to movepeople and equipment. For example,
at CAP Gemini Sogeti s new headoffice in Paris, the
structured wiring scheme (which wasdesigned by
the company)allowed 40 Minitels to be installed in
a conference room in just two hours.

Prewiring with Racal s Planet local area network
at W H Smith s retail head office in Swindon has
made it much easier to move people, equipment, and departments. There have been several
major movesin the 18 monthssince the network
wasinstalled, all of which have been completed
withoutdifficulty.

the terminal communications system, has been
notified of the new location. For example, at the
Abbey National Building Society s head office in
Milton Keynes, Usernet (Omninet) PCs can be
moved short distances by the users themselves
because the building has been prewired with
Usernet. However, this procedure is completely
straightforward only if the PC is not moved to
another local area network. If this happens, the
systems departmenthas to change the configuration tables.
W H Smith s Planet installation provides dumb
terminals with access to ICL and DEC computers.
The Planetcable is led to sockets installed on every
other structural columnin the area ofthe building
served by the network. To use the network, an
interface box (known asa terminalaccesspoint) is
installed on the column nextto the trunking and
is plugged into the socket. The two V.24 cables from
the accesspointare led backinto the trunk, down
to thefloor, and thenloose-laid to reach the equipment. It takes about an hour to install a new
terminal access point. (Figure 4.1 showsthe presentation point installed on one of the structural
columns.)
The head office of a major manufacturer has been
prewired with IBM Cabling System. As a result, a
request to move a terminal whichis received by
2 pm will usually be carried out by 4 pm that day.
FAULT REDUCTIONS

Whencablingis installed on an ad hocbasis,it is
often done inarush, without properplanning, and
is sometimes carried out by tradesmen whodo not
especially test equiphave proper equipment
new cables may not
the
that
means
which
ment,
meetall of the required specifications. Thereis also
the danger that existing cables will be disturbed
during the work, introducing faults into the wiring
system.

Figure 4.1 Planet presentation point

IMPROVING THE SPEED OF RESPONSE

If a building has not been prewired, the time
required to install or move a terminal usually
includes the time to install a new cable from, at
least, the riser and to terminate it in a suitable
socket. In a prewired building, this step is eliminated completely.

Sometimes, the terminal can be movedby the user,
in which case the job will be completed as soon as
the user movesit and the systems department, or
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The growth in the number of new workstations is slower.

The advantage of prewiring is that it can be
thoroughly planned and the work can be carried
out by staff with all the necessary equipment,
thereby reducing the likelihood of faults in the
wiring system.

The proportion of workstations needingto be
relocated is lower.

Thecostof installing ad hoc cablingis less

than three times the cost per outlet of pre-

PREWIRING CAN REDUCE COSTS

Prewiring a building requires a substantialinitial
investment in a communications infrastructure
that will be used for many years. Furthermore,
installing a structured wiring scheme is likely

to cost more than prewiring with conventional
wiring. One large manufacturer estimates that
prewiring its head office with IBM Cabling System

wiring. This may be true if the prewiring
system is inherently expensive, orif the price
charged by the contractor carrying out the
prewiring does not reflect the costs incurred.

On the other hand, the payback period will be
shorterif:

The growth in the number of new workstations is faster.

cost £80,000 ($150,000); wiring with 3270 coaxial

New workstations cannoteasily use the existing cables.

cable would have cost only £50,000 ($95,000).
However, a French insurance company found that
the additional cost of installing IBM Cabling
System in its regional offices was only 10 per cent
more than the cost of installing coaxial cable.

Theproportion of workstations needing to be
relocated is higher.

The cost of installing ad hoc wiring is even
more than three times the cost per outlet of
prewiring. This maybetrueif a less expensive
wiring scheme is used for prewiring.

Prewiring will also cost more than installing wiring
on an ad hocbasis, at least for a year or two, but

the additional costs will almost certainly be offset
quite quickly by cost savings in subsequent years.
Onesimple example is shownin Figure 4.2. Given
the assumptionsin the example, the figure shows
that the cumulative cost of ad hoc wiring becomes
greater than the cost of prewiring after three
years
well within most organisation s criteria
for IT investment. (Although we have not shown
the effects of discounted cash flow, it does not
affect the results significantly.)
The assumptions in Figure 4.2 will not apply to
every organisation and building, but they are not
atypical. The payback period will be longerif:

Figure 4.3 gives a slightly more complex example
of the payback period required for prewiring. In
this example the total population of workstations
doubles over five years, but during this period
dumb terminals are progressively replaced by
PCs. Each time a PCis installed, whether in a
new location or as the replacement for a dumb
terminal, a new cable is installed. The example

also assumesthat the cost of installing an ad hoc

cable is the sameas the cost of installing a cable
with a prewired cabling scheme. Using these
assumptions, the investment in prewiring does

Figure 4.2 Prewiring costs can be recovered within three years
Wiring changes
Numberof additions
Numberofrelocations

Pawiing

($000)

Year 1
10
18

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

10
22

10
24

10
30

10
32

0

0

15.0

This example is for an office building housing 100staff. At the start of year 1 there are 50 workstations. The assumptions are:
Ten new workstationswill be installed for eachof the next five years, so thatat the endoffive years there is one workstation per person.

One-third of the average numberof workstations installed will need to be relocated each year.
With ad hoc wiring, each new workstation will need a new cable, and half the relocations will need a new cableto beinstalled.
With prewiring, 150 sockets areinstalledinitially, and subsequent new connections andrelocations do not need new cablesto
be installed.
Cables cost $100 to install if the building is prewired and $300 eachif the work is done on an ad hoc basis.
Al devices installed can use the same cables.
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Figure 4.3 Using different assumptions, the cost of prewiring can be recovered in less than five years

Wiring changes
Extra dumb terminals
Dumbterminals replaced by PCs
Additional PCsinstalled
Terminals relocated
PGsrelocated
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This exampleis for an office building housing 100staff. At the start of year 1 there are 40 dumbterminals and 10 PCs. The assumptionsare:
Thetotal workstation population increases by 10 a year, growing to 100.
After small increasesin thefirst two years, the dumb terminals are replaced progressively by PCs. After five years all workstations
are PCs.
A new cable needsto beinstalled when a terminalis replaced by a PC.
Approximately one-third of the installed base of workstations is relocated each year.
Where wiring is ad hoc, a new cablehasto beinstalled for each new connection andfor half of the workstations that are relocated.
Following prewiring with 150 sockets, neither new connections nor relocations need new cablesto beinstalled.
Cables cost $200 to install whether they are prewired orinstalled in an ad hoc basis.

not begin to produce a payoff until some time
during the fifth year.
Wefind that the mostcritical factor in determining
the timeit will take to receive a payback on the
investment madein a structured wiring schemeis
the rate of change that would be required if wiring
continuedto be installed on an ad hoc basis. The
rate of changeis determined by the growth in new
workstations, and the proportionof existing workstations that haveto be relocated and that require
anew cableto beinstalled. It is also affected by the
need to replace workstations by another more
advanced type that requires a different type of
cable. Whenallowanceis madefor the numberof
work locations that will require a new cable, the
rate of change will be increasedsignificantly, with
a correspondingdecreasein the time required for
a payback to be achieved from prewiring.
Figure 4.4 overleaf showsthe paybackperiods for
various rates of change. Note that the rate of
change is assumed to be constant throughout the
life of the wiring scheme. Thusa 10 per cent change
implies that the total number of cables to be
installed during any one yearis 10 per cent of the
total numberofcables installed at the beginning of
the year, even though someof those cables may no
longer be used.
Figure 4.4 shows two curves one which assumes
that the cost of installing an ad hoccableis three
timesthe cost of installing a cable during prewiring,
and one which assumesthe twocosts are the same.
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For a 30 per cent level of change, the payback
period in the first case will be just under three
years, and in the secondcase just undersix years.

Prewiring can also produce cost savings if it is
necessary to install equipmentof unforeseen types.
Within a yearof installing the IBM Cabling System,
the manufacturer mentioned on page 32 also had
to install several Honeywell systems. Although the
Cabling System did not meet Honeywell s specification, it has proved to be perfectly adequate
for intercommunications between the Honeywell
systems. Installing separate wiring for the Honeywell systems would have cost about £20,000

($37,000). In addition, afew small Token Rings have

been commissioned on the Cabling System, and this
has been achieved withoutthe need toinstall extra
cabling and with no difficulties. Thus, for this
organisation, prewiring had nearly paid foritself
within thefirst year.

In the example just quoted a rapid payback was
achieved even though oneof the most expensive
cabling schemes had been used to prewire the
building. If a wiring scheme based on telephone
wire and components had been used, the costs
would probably have been muchless. For instance,
to wire the manufacturer s building with AT&T s
PDSto provide one socketper worklocation would

probably havecost no more than £30,000 ($55,000).

Withcosts as low asthis, the company might have
thoughtit worthwhile to install a double socket at
each work location (which would have avoided
some problems that were actually encountered
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TELEPHONY

after moving in). This would have cost about

still muchless than the £80,000

£46,000 ($71,000)

In most countries, telephone wiring mustbe kept
separate from. other wiring for technical and
regulatory reasons. Experience has shownthat the
75 volts used forsignalling in analogue telephony
often interferes with digital signalling and that

($150,000) required to install the IBM Cabling
System.

analogue anddigital cables should not be mixed.
Digital telephony does not produce interference

INSTALL DIFFERENT CABLES FOR
DIFFERENT TYPES OF COMMUNICATIONS

becauseof the lower voltages used.

A great deal has been written and said about the
integration of communications. In a recent Foundation Report (54
Integrated Networks) we
concludedthat, in preparation for ISDN and other
future products, the managementof voice and data
communications should be integrated and that
there were advantages in integrating wide-area
networks. We also concludedthat the time was not
yet ripe for the integration of on-site systems and
communications. During the 18 monthssince the
preparation of that report our view has not
changed. (We do nowrecognise that the building
space usedfor wiring is a key resource, however, and
should be properly managed.)

In most countries an integrated wiring system
would be subject to PTT control. The most
immediate disadvantageofthis is the requirement
that only PTT, or PTT-approved, tradesmen can
work on the wiring system. This requirementwill
inevitably lead to delays whenthein-house wiring
system needs to be changedandis oneof the less
obvious disadvantagesof data-over-voice systems.
A consequenceof the regulatory position in some
countries is that nonvoice equipment would require
approval before being connected to an on-site
integrated wiring scheme, even though it is not
directly connected to the public network.

Forthe time being we therefore believe that, within
their office buildings, most organisations will need
to install separate wiring for telephony, security,
environmental-control, and data networks.

During the past few years, increasing use has been
made of existing telephone wiring for nonvoice
communications. Indeed, the PTTS are themselves
suppliers of IT products and services and havein the

Figure 4.4 Payback periods for prewiring
Payback
period (years)
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mam Showsthesituation when the costofinstalling an ad hoc cable is three times the cost ofinstalling a prewired cable.
mam Showsthesituation when the costs are the sameforinstalling an ad hoc and a prewired cable.

Assumptions:
1. Percentage changeapplies to ad hoc wiring and is assumedto be constantthroughoutthelife of the wiring system. It is measured
as the percentage increasein cables installed during a year, even if some of the cables in existence at the beginning of the year
are no longer used. Newcables will be required for additional workstations and for a proportion of workstations that are relocated.
2. With prewiring, new workstations and relocated workstations can always use an existing prewired outlet.
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past often used their monopoly positions to
exclude competitors. In other cases they have, by
setting high, and sometimes unreasonable,
standards, prevented innovative nonvoice equipment being connected to their networks. Nonvoice
equipmenthasrarely beenasclosely regulated as
voice, and there is certainly a general trend in
many countries towards a more liberalised telecommunications market. However, this trendis in
many cases being promptedby political decisions,
and a future change of government could reverse
the trend. If this were to happen, we believe itis
unlikely that existing installations and practices
will be outlawed, but it is certainly possible that
the expansion of innovative practices might be

inhibited.

In some countries today, it is possible to connect
without PTT approval a wide range of equipment
to an in-house network that in turn is connected
to the PTT network. We believethat it is possible
that a future political decision might extend the
definition of connection to the public network to
include such equipment. It might even be
extended to include the situation where equipment is not connected in any way to PTT wiring,
but where the wiring for such equipment shares
the same sheaths as wiring that is connected
directly to the PTT network. In our view the
possibility of such a change will exist for some
years and will only cease once the PTT is
comfortable with the idea of a wide range of
equipment being connected to networksthat are
indirectly connected to (or are closely associated
with) their own wiring. The possibility will
therefore exist until:

Thereis several years experience with integrated wiring systems in the country
concerned.
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The PTT has begun to use integrated wiring
schemes andto sell them to subscribers.

Therefore, even if unshielded twisted-pair cable
is the chosen medium for data communications,
users should install two twisted-pair networks
one for PTT services and the other for data and
other non-PTT services.
SECURITY

Mostorganisations prefer to install separate wiring
for use with security systems (cameras, remotecontrol doorlocks, and so forth). In this way, the
security function can have total control over its
resourcesandit will be more difficult for users of
other communications systems to gain access,
accidentally or otherwise, to the security systems.
Moreover, security systemsare often installed in
locations not served by data and voice networks
for example, on rooftops (for cameras), in plant
rooms, and in car parks.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

As with security, wiring used for environmentalcontrol purposes may be connected to equipment
that is not located in ordinary office space.
Environmental-control sensors may be located in
lifts, in false ceilings, in corridors, and on the
outsides of the building. There are no clear
standardsin this area, but, because the wiring may
be connected to large numbers of relatively inexpensive sensors that havelittle or no inbuilt
intelligence, the wiring conventions are unlikely
to be the same as thosefor office, or even factory,
communications networks.

However, when a structured wiring scheme is
installed, we recommend including some spare
capacity that could be used for environmentalcontrol sensors and providing outlets for voice and
data services in nonoffice areas, including plant
rooms and the wiring closets themselves.
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Upgrading existing wiring

Many organisations are faced with immediate
wiring problems that have to be solved in existing
buildings. Our research indicated that the main wiring problem for most organisations was associated
with the need to move equipment(see Figure 5.1).

Problems with existing wiring may be brought
forcefully to management s attention by an IT or
other developmentsuch as:
The choice of a new PABX.

Theneed to installa new information service,
perhaps a financial service for the organisation s treasury function.

The choice of a new mainframe.

decision to adopt a new PC or terminal
standard.

Theinability to meet a routine need because
the existing cable ducts are full.

Unfortunately, there is no universal solution to the
wiring problemsassociated with existing buildings
because of the wide variations in buildings, organisations policies, and inventories of existing equipment. Replacing the existing building wiring with
a structured wiring scheme may sometimes be
possible, but there are manycircumstances in which
it will be too expensive, too disruptive, or both.
Figure 5.1 The main wiring problem is caused by the
need to move equipment

Problem

Equipment moves

Addingequipment,

Planning wiring during
refurbishments

Average
ranking
24

=| Ba

Percentage of
respondents
rankingthis
problem no. 1

2.6

19

Respondents were asked to rank a series of wiring problems

(Source: Survey of 104 Foundation members)
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However,there is a very widevariety of possible
techniquesand productsavailable for improving the
wiring in an existing building, and we therefore
recommend a procedure for dealing with the
problem, rather than a universal solution. The
procedure hasfoursteps:

Establish the existing cabling position.

Identify the approachesto upgradingthewiring.

Matchthe approachto the wiring problem.

Implementthe changes.

Even if no wiring problems are apparent, we
recommend periodic and careful review of the
wiring position. The activity that we describe as
establishing the existing cabling position can form
the basis of such a review.

ESTABLISH THE EXISTING
CABLING POSITION

Before making anydecisions about how to improve
the existing wiring, it is importantto establish the
basic facts about the current wiring resources
available,the levels of service that are needed, and
those that are actually provided. Wecall this the
cabling position andit may be different for each
of the organisation's buildings.

Thecabling position comprises service levels, costs,
staff resources,cables, equipment, and the space
required to house the cables and equipment. To put
these in a proper perspective, it is also necessary
to
knowthe expectedlifetime of the building and the
state of other building services, including power
supplies, lighting, and air-conditioning plant.

SERVICE LEVELS

The service level is an attempt to measure the
degree to which users requirements are met.
If
there is already a service-level agreement
for
communications services, this can be used as
a
Starting point. If such an agreementdoes not exist,
the first step in assessing the service level is
to
identify what the requirements are. Theusers must,
of course, be involved in this process.
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At first, users are likely to perceive their communications requirements in very general terms. It
will be necessary to translate these perceived
requirements into measurable service-related
elements
response time, reliability, delay in
providing new equipment, delay in moving equipment, and so on
each of which can be related to
the level of service available from the wiring
infrastructure. Target service levels should be set
for each of these elements, and the targets should
be used to measure the performanceof the wiring
system. There will, of course, be other servicerelated elements (such as access to multiple host
computers) that are independentof the wiring.
Identifying users communications requirements
forthe purposeof defining service levels doesnot,
of course, identify their future requirements. As
we stressed earlier, users find it difficult, if not
impossible, to predict what their future requirements will be.
COSTS

At the beginning of the report we showed that
systems departments have only a very general and
approximate idea of their wiring costs. We have
often found that organisations are unpleasantly
surprised whenthey do discoverthe true costs of
wiring. We recommendthat systems departments
should establish the actual costs of adding wiring
for new equipment, the wiring costs associated
with relocating equipment, and (where reievant)
the wiring costs associated with upgrading equipment. It is important to take accountof all cost
elements, includingstaff costs (unless these costs
are so modest and widely spread that they cannot
sensibly be allocated).
It is unlikely that any of the existing accounting
systems will be able to provide the relevant
information. The only alternative is to examine
invoices and work records, possibly for a sample
period. In our consultancy workin this area, we
find that the most generally useful presentation of
costs is on a per-outlet or per-change basis.
STAFF RESOURCES

An organisation may employ experienced
communications staff, yet not have anyone whois
an expert in installing large wiring systems. Most
organisations seldominstall such systems and many
communications staff have never had to manage
the installation of a wiring system. The systems
department should recognise that not all of the
required skills may be available in-house and should
allow for the costs of external assistance whenthe
options for improving the existing wiring are being
evaluated. In-house staff used to dealing with
power cables and ordinary telephone wire are
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unlikely to have theskills required to install the
specialised cable used for structured wiring
schemes.
EQUIPMENT

The wiring systemsin a typical building are difficult
to managebecauseof their dispersed nature and
because of the large numberof people who have
worked onthe systemsduring theirlifetime. Unless
there are comprehensive records aboutthe cables
currently installed, the systems department should
determine the amount of cable and associated
equipmentalreadyin place and the amountof spare
space in the risers and ducts.
CABLE SPACES

The spacesin which cables canbeinstalled area key
resource, and, in manybuildings, they are already
full. The systems department must have accurate
records showing the current state of these spaces
becauselack of cable space will constrain significantly the options available for improving the
wiring situation.
OTHER BUILDING SERVICES

There is little point in spending considerable
amounts of money on improving wiring system if
the other building services, notably powersupplies
andair conditioning, will be unable to cope with the
larger numbersof IT devices that such a wiring
system will be able to support.

In some cases, other building services, lighting
especially, can be improvedat the sametimeas the
communications wiring is upgraded. It will also
probably be necessary to install extra powerpoints,
and possibly otherelectrical services, at the same
time.

It is often the case, however, that the existing
services, air conditioningin particular, cannot be
expandedsufficiently to cope with the new needs.
Here, there are two options:

Adjust the systemspolicy so that computing
needs can be provided in a way that requires
jess heat to be dissipated in general office
areas. This may require PCs to be concentrated
in a separate area, the use of off-site computers, or even a change of computer supplier.

Move to another building. (However, the
capacity of the existing building may be
sufficient if some, rather thanall, the staff
move out.)

There is also no point in carrying out expensive
rewiring if the organisation intends to leave the
building, or to undertake a major refurbishment,
within a few years. In this case, the best course of
action is likely to be either to bring forward the
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move or to focus only on the short-term communications needs that have to be met before the
move. The long-term needs can be addressedin the
new building or during the refurbishment.

IDENTIFY THE APPROACHES TO
UPGRADING THE WIRING
A very wide variety of products are available for
local communications and, more generally, a wide
variety of approaches maybetakento selecting and
using those products. In our experience, however,
the best approachesare to:
Rewire with a structured wiring scheme.
(Structured wiring schemes were discussed in
Chapter3.)

Make betteruseof existing cable capacity. The
use of multiplexing techniques often means
that extra communications capacity can be
provided without the disruption of rewiring.
Add a new communications infrastructure
element suchas a local area network or widebandoptical-fibre system. With this approach,
the organisationinstalls additional communications capacity in anticipation of future
developments.

Makingbetter use of existing cable capacity and
adding a new communications infrastructure
element are most useful for nonvoice communications. However, these approaches may be used for
voice communicationsif the organisation is able and
preparedto use distributed PABX technology.
REWIRING WITH A STRUCTURED WIRING SCHEME

In principle, rewiring with a structured wiring
scheme is the best approach, but it is often
necessary to expand the cable spacesin order to
rewire, partly to provide enough space for the new
cables but mainly to reduce the likelihood of
damage to existing wiring before the new wiring
scheme is ready to use. However, rewiring may be
asensible option if the cable spaces are adequate.
Several Foundation members have tackled the
problemsof rewiring their existing buildings. For
instance, a majorretail chain realised that it had a
serious problem with the wiring in its London head
office. This companyis currently rewiring the head
office building completely, using telephone wire for
voice communications, and the IBM Cabling System
for data communications. The total cost of the

rewiring projectwill be not far short of $6 million.
MAKINGBETTERUSE OF EXISTING CABLE CAPACITY

Mostbuildings with a wiring problem already have
a great deal of communications wire in place
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whichis often the cause of the problem. In many

cases, every existing cable has beeninstalledfor a
single purpose and supports a single device. The
problem can be eased immediately if it is possible
to use oneof these cables for several purposesorto
support more than one device.

However, the additional capacity created by doing
this will often be mainly on cablesinstalled in the
risers or other main distribution channels. This

approachtherefore does not necessarily solve the

problemsof horizontal wiring. For example, where
multiplexors are used on 3270 coaxial cables,it will
still be necessary to install cables from the multiplexorto the individualdevices. On the other hand,
horizontal wiring problemscan be eased by exploiting the spare capacity in telephone wiring (many
organisations have unused telephonewireinstalled
in their buildings). Horizontal wiring problems can
also be eased by using data-over-voice systems and
integrated PABXs.
The options for makingbetteruse of existing cable
capacity depend on the type of cable reused.

RS232 or similar data cables
In most cases, multiplexors can beinstalled to allow
additional terminals to be supported by an existing
RS232 or similar data cable originally installed to
support a single terminal.
3270 coaxial cables
The cable multiplexing approach has been
pioneeredby suppliers such as Lee Data, although
it has subsequently been adoptedby IBM. Byusing
IBM 3299 cable multiplexors, or similar products
from other suppliers, a single coaxial cable can
support eight 3270 terminals.
Figure 5.2 shows how theuseof a cable multiplexor
can release up to seven cables for other uses. Note

that the 3299 multiplexor can be wired directly into

the 3274 controller it is not necessary to install
asecond multiplexor next to the controller. By going
outside of IBM s product range, and installing
multiplexors at both ends of the 3270 cable, even
more cables can be released for otheruses, although
two multiplexors will be needed for each link.

The coaxial cables released by the use of multiplexors need notbe used for 3270 terminals. They
might, for example, be used to support graphics

workstations or multiplexors for ASCII terminals. In
some Cases, the cables might even be used to form
part of a broadbandlocal area network. Onelarge
oil companyis currently wiring 3270s with coaxial

cable of a grade that will allow the cables to be
reused in this wayat a later date.

Some non-IBM multiplexors allow even more
optionsin theusesthat can be madeof 3270 coaxial
cables. For example, Adacom producesa range of
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Figure 5.2 Using a cable multiplexor for 3270 coaxial cables can release existing cables for other uses
Original 3270 cable use

3270

cluster

controller
Main trunking
3270 cable use with 3299 cable multiplexor

spare

Outlet sockets
in office area
spare
cables

cables

3270

cluster
controller
Main trunking
Outlet sockets
in office area
¢ 3299 multiplexor

multiplexors that can use a single coaxial cable as
a multidrop line with anything between 4 and 32
multiplexors attachedto it. The cost per terminal
port with this arrangement ranges from $290 to
$670, the higher figure applying to the smaller
multiplexors. In addition, a more expensive Adacom
multiplexor allows someorall of the devices to
contend for a smaller numberof 3n74 ports. This
is especially useful for PC connections, where the
usual communicationspattern is a short period of
file transfer followed by a muchlonger period of
standalone processing.

Unused telephone wire
Many organisations have unused telephone wire
installed in their buildings. By using suitable baluns,
in certain circumstances this wire can be used to
support many different types of terminal. A wide
range of baluns is now available, enabling, for
example, Wang terminals, IBM 3270s, and ASCII
devices to be supported over telephone wire.
However, this approach should not be used if
digital signals will be carried on wires that are
bundled in a cable together with active telephone
circuits. There is a danger that the analogue
telephonesignals will cause electrical interference
that will corrupt the digital signals.

Sometimes, unused telephonewire can be used as
part of a local area network. For example:
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Telephone wireis recognised as type 3 cable
within the IBM Cabling System and can thus
support Token Ring networks.

IBM (and compatible) PCs can be supported
on Starlan, a 1M bit/s local area networkspecifically designed to take advantage of spare
telephone wire.

PABX wiring
Even whenitis used for telephony, telephone wire
still has a great deal of spare capacity. The easiest
way of making use of the spare capacity is by using
data-over-voice systems such as Case s Grapevine.
Most data-over-voice systems haverelatively low
data rates, no more than 19.2k bit/s, but they are
an effective meansof providing a data communications service. The cost of installing a data-overvoice system compares favourably with the cost
of installing new cables.

In ourview, existing data-over-voice technology
should be seen only as a meansof overcoming an
immediate problem. The point-to-point configuration and low data rates makeit quite unsuitable
in the long term. However, in the short term itis
especially appropriate for organisations that:

Havea large installed base of dumb terminals
and are committed to using dumb terminals
for the foreseeable future.
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Expect to move or refurbish their offices
within three years or so.

Canmeet emerging needs for wideband communications in some other way.

Morerecently, data-over-voice systems with higher
signalling rates have appeared. The Telegence
TokenStar, for instance, allows resources to be
shared betweenpersonal computers at 1M bit/s over
PABX wiring. However, experience with these
innovative systems is too scarce to allow any
comment on how well they work in practice.
Integrated PABXsalso makebetteruseof existing
telephonecable capacity than conventional PAPBXs.
The advantages of integrated networking were
discussed at some length in Foundation Report 54
Integrated Networks. Even though many new
integrated products have been announced since
that report was published, westill believe that
integrated PABXsare,in general, a poor choice for
workstation support. However, they are more often
suitable for dumb terminals and maybe suitable for
workstations in particular cases.
ADDING A NEW COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE
ELEMENT

By an infrastructure element we mean cabling
that can meet a variety of needs and is not
dedicatedto a single application or type of device.
Insomeorganisationsthere is a cabling system that
is reasonably adequate for existing equipment,
usually dumb terminals, but whichis not adequate
for new,intelligent, devices. Rather than attempt
to support new devices on the old wiring, these
organisations will often set about installing new
wiring to support the new devices. Significant
benefits can be gainedif the new wiring is perceived
as a new communications infrastructure element
rather than as just an ad hoc meansof supporting
the new terminals. The new wiring should therefore
be capable of:
Providing the capacity to support a high
penetration of new workstations.
Supporting a suitable local area network.

Meeting the management requirementsfor a
new cabling system.

Unless the organisation expects to leave or refurbish
the building within, say, five years, we believe that
any new wiringinstalled should be seen as adding
to the communications infrastructure of the

building. Ad hoc solutions should be usedonly if
they producesignificant cost savings.

The technical options for adding a new communications infrastructure elementare:
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Toinstall optical fibres. The advantageofthis
optionis that the cables are physically smallbut
provide a high capacity.

Toinstalla broadband system. The cables used
with such a system can support a wide range
of communications types and are reasonably
easyto install. However, they are expensiveto
interface to, and large broadband systemsare
complex to maintain and require particularly
skilled staff.

Toinstalla universal local area network, that
is, anetwork for which widevariety of device
interfaces are available.

The best choice will often be to add a local area
network that can support new intelligent workstations. Sometimes, it may even be possible to
implementthe local area networkbyusing existing

cables. Theinstallation of such a local area network

may be combined with improving the use made of
the capacity of the cables alreadyinstalled for dumb
terminals. The disadvantage of installing a local
area network that can support only dumb terminals
is that it will be necessary for any intelligent
terminals to emulate the old-style terminals.

In either case it may not be appropriate to choose
a structured wiring scheme as the basis of the
additional local area network. The star topology
of a structured wiring scheme requires much
morecable than the physical ring or bus topology
that can be used with most local area network
technologies. (Figure 5.3 showsthe physical topologies that can be used with the most commonlocal
area network technologies. Note that the logical
topology of the network does not have to be the
sameas the physical topology.) Buses and rings are
thereforeless expensivetoinstall andwill often cost
less to use as well, as long asa convenient meansof
access to the cable can be provided.

MATCH THE APPROACH TO THE
WIRING PROBLEM
The best approach to upgrading wiring for an
individual organisation depends on the nature of
the communications requirements, on the wiring
problem that needs to be solved, and on the
building. Communications requirements may in
general be divided into:
Telephony.

Dumbterminal support (usually via V.24 or
3270 coaxial cable interfaces).

Intelligent workstation support (increasingly
via either IEEE 802.3 or 802.5 local area
networks).

Theroot cause of the wiring problem thatis to be
solvedis usually one of the following:

|)
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Figure 5.3 Logical and physical topologies of local area networks can bedifferent

LAN technology
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Cambridge Ring

Bus

Examples of products by physical wiring topology
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=
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Ring
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Ethernet
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Products using a different physical and logical topology are shownin bold type.

Congested (or non-existent) risers.

No horizontal cables of the required kind.

Too few sockets.
CONGESTED RISERS

Wiring problemsare rarely due just to lack of space
in therisers. If they are, then the choice is among
expanding the risers and rewiring, making better
use of the cables already installedin the risers, and
adding a new infrastructure element. Figure 5.4
sets out the advantages and disadvantages of each
choice. The figure shows that the best choice is
usually to add a new infrastructure elementin the
risers, typically a local area network either to
provide better support for old-style terminals or
to support new workstations, or both. Expansion
of the vertical cable spaces will usually involve
major building works to open up new risers, with
the attendant nuisance from noise and dust. The
routes for the new risers will need to be planned
carefully so that they neither weaken the
structure unduly nor damage anyexisting services.
NO HORIZONTAL CABLES OF THE REQUIRED KIND
OR TOO FEW SOCKETS

If the wiring problem is caused by a lack of
horizontal cables of the required kind, or by a
shortage of sockets, the most common approaches
to overcoming the problem are:
To makebetter use of existing cables.

To add a new horizontal infrastructure
element, usually a local area network.
To rewire with a structured wiring scheme.

To expand the spaceavailable for horizontal
cabling.

Figure 5.5 overleaf lists the advantages and disadvantages of each of these approaches. We have
not included the possibility of installing extra
cables that would be dedicatedto a single service
because, for reasonsgiven earlier in the report, we
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Figure 5.4 The approachesto riser problems
compared

Approach

Adding a new

Level of

disruption

infrastructure ele-

mentin the risers

Low

Level of
improvement
expected

Expanding the
risers and rewiring
*Minor compared to the disruption caused by horizontal

rewiring

believe that installing a structured wiring scheme
is in general a better option.
It is important to recognise that a wide variety of

productsare available to address horizontal wiring
problems. In particular circumstances an option
not includedin Figure 5.5 may be much morecosteffective than any of thoselisted.

Better use of existing cable capacity
Even if there are no cables of the required kind,
it may be possible to use existing cables to provide
the required support. For example, extension
cables could be used for data-over-voice systems;
3270, Wang, or Ethernet support could be provided via spare twistedpairs; or cable multiplexors
could be used with 3270 coaxial cables. The main
advantage of these approachesis that they do not
require physical work to be carried out, but they
do involve significant costs for the electronic
devices. Their disadvantages include:
The limited bandwidth of data-over-voice
systems.

The requirement in some countries to use PTT
staff for wiring changes.
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Figure 5.5 The approachesto horizontal wiring problems compared

Approach

Making better use of cable

capacity

Level of
disruption
Low

Level of
improvement
expected
Moderate

Rewiring with a structured
wiring scheme

The data-over-voice option can be used only if the
limited bandwidthis sufficient and if an appropriate interface unit is available.

Addition of a local area network
In most organisations, each terminal and workstation is connectedto a single network, although
a few organisations connect terminals and workstations to two or three separate networks.
However, there are now severallocal area networkproducts that can be used to support each
of the common types of terminal. For example,
Net/One, Clearway, LocalNet, and Planet can be
used for ASCII terminals; and Net/One, and
HYPERbuscan be used for 3270s. The amount of
wiring required for these local area networks is
usually much less than would be required to
connect each terminal to a shared computer.
Furthermore, the capacity of the networks is
usually sufficient to allow extra terminals to be
attached by adding no more than a work-location
cable from the terminal to a socket.

Ideally, the local area network chosen should be
able to support futureintelligent workstations as
well as today s dumb terminals. The intelligent
workstations will be connected directly to the
network, whilst dumb terminals will usually be
connected via terminal multiplexors (often
describedas terminalservers ). In the case of DEC
equipment, future product developments will be
focused on Ethernet communications, and the
most appropriate local area network choice is
therefore likely to be Ethernet, evenif it is more
expensive than other suitable products.

Rewiring with a structured wiring scheme
Earlier in the report wesaid that installing a
structured wiring schemeis the best approach to
prewiring a new building or to rewiring during a
major refurbishment. By allowing a variety of
local networksto share the same cables, a structured wiring scheme provides the most flexibility for the future. However, structured wiring
schemes require considerable amounts of space
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Figure 5.6 Structured wiring schemes need much
more cable than bus topologies
Star topology, used in structured wiring schemes

Bustopology, used in somelocal area networks

eee
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both for the cables (whose total length may, as
shownin Figure 5.6, be 10 or 20 times that needed
for a bus scheme) and for wiring closets. For this
reason, they areoften difficult and expensive
to
install in existing buildings. Even the useofflat
undercarpet cable may not make it practical
to
install a structured wiring scheme.
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Whereverpossible, however, any general rewiring
should be based on a structured wiring scheme
unless an alternative approachto solving horizontal

wiring problemscan provide considerable benefits

in the short term. It may sometimes be necessary
to install both a structured wiring schemefor longterm flexibility and a solution that provides more
immediate benefits.

Expansion of the horizontal cable spaces
Sometimes, horizontal wiring problems may be
solved by creating new cable spaces, rather than by
using the existing spaces. However, creating new
horizontal cable spaces has many disadvantages,
and most of the ways of doing this should be avoided
if at all possible:

The installation of a new false floor is
expensive, often requires ramps between
landings and office areas, and reduces headroom (which is a critical factor in some
buildings dating from the 1960s).

Theinstallation of floor-screed trunking is
noisy and dusty, and carpets may be damaged.
Use flat undercarpet cable instead (provided
that the concrete screed is smooth enough).

The installation of underfloor cable trays
requiresthatfalse floorsbe lifted, and normal
workwill be disrupted.
Overhead cable trays are unsightly.

Wall trunking and furniture or screens with builtin facilities for cables are easierto install but also
have disadvantages:

Walltrunkingis often unsightly, and the cables
cannot serve the parts of open-planoffices that
are not adjacent to the walls.

Screens with cablefacilities can imposerestrictions on the physical layout of offices.

Furniture with cable-managementfacilities
requires replacementof the existing furniture,
and canalso lead to inflexible office layouts.

The use of system furniture (which is discussed in
moredetail in Appendix 2) is a good way of expanding horizontalcable spaces, but it does require the
organisation to acceptrestrictions on the layout of
desks. It may bepossible to custom-design central
spine that carries wiring and other services and to
fit existing furniture roundit.

Upgrading existing wiring

In manycases, the best solutionto horizontal wiring
problemswill require a mixture of approaches. For
instance, wall trunking couldbe installed to support
users near to the walls. For users distant from the
walls, cables might be carried overhead and down
pillars, and then out to pedestals in the form of
undercarpet cable.

Flat undercarpet cable is available for power,
telephony, and a variety of data applications.It is
usually less expensive thaninstalling conduits, but
special skills and considerable care are required to
install it properly. undercarpet versions now exist
for a variety of cable types, including 3270 cables,
the IBM Cabling System, and Ethernet. One drawback of undercarpetcablesis that they have greater
signal losses than ordinary cables and can therefore
be usedonly overshorter distances. This drawback
is often overcome by combining conventional and
undercarpet cables in the same installation. A
convenient way to do this is to run conventional
cables overhead from the wiringclosetto a vertical
duct on a wall or structural column, and to use
undercarpetcable to carry the signal from the wall
or column to a pedestal on the floor.

Care is required in installing undercarpet cables
because they are rather inflexible and can be
damaged whenheavy furniture is moved. A further
disadvantageis that the pedestals to which underfloor cables run mustbe regardedasfixed(although
they can be movedif absolutely necessary). Figure
5.7 showsthe flat undercarpet cable installed at
Woolworth s headoffice in London. Fixed pedestals
are fed with power, telephone, and IBM type 1
undercarpet cables.

IMPLEMENT THE CHANGES

Aswith installing a wiring schemeina new building
or during a major refurbishment, it is necessary to
consider carefully the number of outlets to be
Figure 5.7 Undercarpet cablesat Woolworth s
Londonheadoffice

A possible alternative to creating new horizontal
cable spacesisto useflat undercarpet cables. Such
cables are now availablefor a varietyof local cabling
applications (including somelocal area networks).
Their advantage is that they expand the space
available for cables withoutthe cost and disruption
of building works. Although someof the olderflatcable designs were unreliable, and some reacted
chemically with concrete, many organisations are
now using this technology successfully.
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provided whenexisting wiring is upgraded. It is also
necessary to decide on the cable routeingsthat will
be used and to manage the upgrading project.

As discussed elsewherein the report (in Chapter4
and Appendix 2), a high density of outlets will be
indicated by:
Ahigh ratio of workstationsto staff.

Ahigh proportion of workstations needing to
be moved, especially if the movesarelikely to
take place at short notice.
A low cost per outlet installed.

Ahigh level of concern about the appearance
of office space. A low density of outlets will
lead to ad hoc wiring fixes and to untidy
cables trailing overthe floor.

A longlifetime for the network. This will be
likely if the building has long usefullife, if the
networkhasa high signalling speed and complies with emerging international standards,
and if the supplieris continuing to develop the
network andassociated products (such as new
device interfaces andfile-transferfacilities).

However,in general, it is more expensiveinitially
to install a high density of outlets, and it is sometimes more expensive overthelife of the wiring
scheme. In addition, dumb terminals often need a
different kind of connection from intelligent
workstations. For example, ahigh density of LANbased V.24 outlets will be oflittle use in supporting
DEC VAXMate terminals or their successors.
It is difficult to give general advice about the
cable routes to be used. As arule, existing spaces
should be used whereverpossible, andceilings are
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usually more accessible than floors. The need to
create extra space for cables should be minimised
as far as possible. This may be done by using
multiplexors with the cables already installed and

by using flat undercarpet cables. We believe that

there is considerable scopefor using bothofthese
techniques to upgrade existing wiring. Expanding

the existing cable spaces will usually require

building work and is therefore often expensive.
And sometimes the cable spaces cannot be
extended in a leased building because the owner
will not grant permission for the building work to

be carried out.

The creation of new cable spaces will seldom be
justified when upgrading existing wiring. However,
if it is necessary to create new cable spaces, it will
be prudent to ensure that the new spaces have
spare capacity so that future wiring problems can
be minimised.
After the approach to be used for upgrading the
existing wiring has been chosen and decisions about
outlet density and cable routeing have been made,
the systems department mustactively manage the
project to upgrade the wiring. In Chapter 1, we
emphasised that a great deal can go wrong witha
wiring schemeif there is insufficient attention to
detail. The systems department must therefore
make a plan for upgrading the existing wiring,
choose a contractorto carry out the work, and then
closely monitor the workthatis done. If, asis often
the case, the upgrading requiresa relatively limited
amountof new wiring, these activities will be less
time-consuming than for a complete new wiring
scheme, but theyarestill important. Attention to
detail is the key to success in wiring work.
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The previous chapters have discussed the
approachesto installing a good wiring schemeorto
improving onealready present. By following these
approaches, an organisation should be able to
establish an excellent wiring system. However, a
wiring system, like any otherasset, will degenerate
unlessit is managed properly.In the case of a wiring
system,

poor

management

often

results in

incomplete and inadequate documentation, the use
of poor and inconsistent wiring practices, and a
general feeling that the wiringis not trustworthy.
We recommendthat the systems departmentshould
take four actions in order to control the
organisation s wiring systems:
Set wiring standards.

Establish suitable administrative procedures.
Manage the workthatis done.
Conduct periodic audits.

SET WIRING STANDARDS

All wiring must, of course, comply with the relevant
safety standards and, where wiring is subject to
telecommunications regulations, with those
regulations. However, insomecountries (the United
Kingdom, for example) the rules and regulations are not clear-cut and unambiguous, and the
legal status of a particular wiring scheme might be
determined only after negotiations with the
relevant authority. In addition to these externally
imposed standards, the systems department also
needs to set standards for numbering cables and
sockets, for labelling, for documentation, and for
the quality of work carried out.

Ideally, there should be a single numbering scheme
for all communications cables and sockets. (Today,
many organisations have several cable numbering
the most we heard about wassix.) The
schemes
advantages of a single numbering scheme are
simplified record keeping and, more important, a
unique identifier that can be used whentracing a
circuit. However, it is reasonable to have a
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separate numbering scheme for cables that
obviously form a separate wiring scheme power
cables, for example.
Many organisations have separate numbering
schemes for data and voice cables. This has been
acceptable in the past because different types of
cable have been used for these purposes, and they
have been presented at different sockets and
faceplates. However, the increasing use both of
telephone-grade cables for data transmission and
of multiservice faceplates has madethis practice
less appropriate. We therefore recommend the use
of a single numbering schemeto cover both voice
and data cables.

There should also be a single numbering schemefor
presentations (that is, for individual sockets or
multiservice faceplates). In addition, cables and
presentations should be clearly labelled. (Figure 6.1
provides guidelines for labelling the various
elements of a wiring scheme.)
Figure 6.1 Checklist of labels required for wiring
schemes
Wiring
scheme
element

Riser cable
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Label position

Type of label

barrier
Bothsides of wiring
closet entry
Onterminal designation strips

cable label
Proprietary
cable label

Both sidesoffire

el

ve

é a asco

Horizontal
cable

Onterminal designation strips
Inside of wiring
closet
Every 5 metres

>

Both sides offire
barrier
Where cable leaves
main tray run

Proprietary

Indelible pen

Pindelib

2

Indelible pen

Proprietary
cable label
Proprietary
cable label
Proprietary
cable label
Proprietary
cable label
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Accurate records should be kept of the cables and
presentationsinstalled, and these records should
always be updated wheneverthereis a change.
Various types of records can be used, but we
recommend:

other situations, the systems department may
have to install an interface device (such as a
balun), change the patching in the appropriate
wiring closet, and, perhaps, change the con-

A database of cables, sockets, wiring closets,
and so on. This database may also contain
other related information
for example,
about computer ports, wide-area network
facilities, and terminals.

However, even where the building has been
prewired with a structured wiring scheme, there
are likely to be some requests for new connections
that cannot be met withoutinstalling new cables.
In order to anticipate the need for such connections, the systems department needs to take
three actions:

Floor plans showing cable routes.

The systems department should define both the
content and the format of the records to be kept.
Manual records are acceptable for wiring systems
with fewer than, say, 100 cables. For larger
systems, we recommend that the records be
maintained on a personal computer. And for very
large and complex wiring systems, a minicomputer
may be needed to maintain the records. There are
cable-management software packages to help in
the task of maintaining records about a wiring
system, but they are either specific to a particular
wiring scheme or provide limited functions, or,
more often, both. Moreover, the links between the
graphics and database elements of these packages
are often very poor. However, software suppliers
are showing considerable interest in this area, and
we expect a rapid improvement in the quality of
such packages.
Standards should also beset for the quality of the
wiring work that is to be done. The particular
standards will depend to some extent on the
building and the type of wiring, but we recommend that a high quality of workmanship should
generally be specified. For example, the standards
should specify that cables must be laid so that it
is possible to remove one cable from a bundle
without unduly disturbing other cables in the same
bundle.

ESTABLISH SUITABLE ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES

The installation and movement of cables and

presentations will inevitably be driven by the
organisation s needs for systems and terminals.
Often this results in cable management that is
purely reactive, always responding to demands
and generally using resourcesinefficiently. As we
argued in Chapters 3 and 4, prewiring with a
structured wiring scheme helps to avoid the
problems caused by a purely reactive approach;
it allows the systems department to respond
immediately to many requests for new connections. In somesituations, prewiring can even
allow some requests to be dealt with directly by
the user, whowill plug in a new workstation. In
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figuration tables stored in the networkserver or
host computer.

Assign one person the responsibility for
managing the spaces in a building that could
be used for cables. and ensure that he or she
takes full account of the competingclaims to
use the spaces.
Establish closerliaison with the departments
likely to demand changes. Thisis particularly
important in a new building site, or in a
building that has previously not been wired
for data communications.
Set up internal procedures to balance the
department s need to manage its resources
efficiently and the users needs for rapid

response.

The procedures adopted by one Foundation
member (Rowntree) to balance the needs of the
systems departmentandusersare described in the
case history in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2 Appropriate administrative procedures
can help to reduce wiring problems
ROWNTREE PLC
Rowntree is an international food group that manufactures and
retails confectionery, snack foods, and grocery products. The
companyhas severalsites, and the building wiring is Pelgened
by the company s own tradesmen.
During 1986/87, Rowntree introduced a new procedurethat
has eased some of its wiring problems. Under the old
procedure, every time a user asked for a new connection or
for equipmentto be moved, the communications department
asked the site services department to carry out the work. The
tradesmen typically took between two and three months to
satisfy the request, resulting in considerable discontent amongst
the users.
The new procedure has involved the establishment of a help
desk. Nowusers contact the help desk, which theninitiates the

request for a new or changed connection. The network services

departmentcollates the requests into groupsfor a particular
building or floor before passing them on.Also, the different
communications groups are physically adjacentto each other
so the requests circulate faster within the communications

department. This procedure makes life easierfor the tradesmen,
whoare now able to respondto a request within a month. Users
are Satisfied, and everyone in the communications department
is better informed about the status of requests.
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Chapter 6
MANAGE THE WORK THATIS DONE

It is tempting to delegate wiring workeither to the
site services department or to an external contractor. Experience showsthat doingthis significantly increases the chance of the wiring being
defective. We have already stressed that many
things can go wrong whencable is being installed,
that the

systems

department

must

actively

managethe installation of new wiring, and that
attention to detail is essential. There is no substitute for experience, especially where a major
wiring schemeis being installed for the first time.
If the organisation does not have people with the
relevant skills, it should either recruit them
(although they will be difficult to find and to keep
busy once theinitial job has been completed) or
use the services of a specialist consultancy.

Managing the workinvolvedininstalling a wiring
scheme can be divided into four activities:

Select the contractor(s) carefully.

Precisely specify the work to be done.
Inspect samples of the work.
Proceed in stages.

CONTRACTOR SELECTION

It is vital that a wiring schemebeinstalled by a

contractor who is competent to carry out com-

munications wiring work. In selecting a wiring
contractor for a new building or for a major refurbishment, some organisations ask anelectrical
contractor to take the responsibility for installing
all of the wiring, including communications
wiring. However, notall electrical contractors are
competent to install communications wiring, and
this approach can sometimes result in defective
wiring. For example:

Inone case, the wiring was installed by an
electrical contractor who cut back all nonterminated twisted pairs so they could never
be used. The PTTrefused to accept the wiring.

In 1987, a major bank employed a firm of
consultantsto select a cabling scheme, but the
consultancy was not asked to manage the
installation of the wiring. Instead, the work
was managedby the building contractor, who
subcontracted it to a wiring contractor, who
in turn subcontracted it to a specialist data
wiring contractor. The building contractor
and the data wiring contractor each assumed
that the other would do the patching.
Eventually, the patching was donelater than
it should have been by the data wiring contractor. As a result, the project wasfinished
later than scheduled.

In another case, the electrical contractor
recognised that he did not have sufficient
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expertise and employed the services of a
consultant (not from Butler Cox) to advise
him. Nonetheless, the telephone wiring was
installed without a proper earth.

In another case, there were serious
deficiencies in nonvoice wiring: wires were
wrongly connected, cables were connected
with a variety of different types of connector,
and there were no labels. When computers
were connected to the wiring, it was found
that some of the connections did not work.
The faults were put right, at considerable
cost, by a specialist firm.

It is obviously critical to choose an appropriate
contractor to install a wiring scheme. The contractor must have experienceofinstalling wiring
schemes, specialised skills, and the necessary
resources. Visits to buildings that have already
been wired by the contractor are a very good way
of assessing the contractor s work. Inspections of
previous workalso providea basis for specifying
the quality of the work to be done and canidentify
areas where the quality needs to be improved.

Before commissioning a large wiring job, the
systems department should also inspect samples
of the components that will be used. The samples
should be tested by, for instance, attempting to
pull apart a cable joint. (If you can pull it apart,
so can users
and somewill.)

These principles should be applied to all the
contractors who will work oninstalling a wiring
scheme. Forinstance, if the floor plans are to be

drawnup by aseparate company, somefloor plans

drawn up for other clients should be inspected
before the contract is placed.

However, it is not sufficient to select the contractors carefully and then allow them to get on
with the job. The systems department, ora skilled
and trusted agent, must closely supervise the work
that is done.
PRECISE SPECIFICATION OF THE WORK TO BE DONE

The systems department should actively manage
the work involved ininstalling a wiring scheme,
deciding exactly where cables should be laid and
when they should be laid. In particular, the
standard of workmanship should be specified. It
is not sufficient to use terms suchas neatly laid
or clearly labelled unless you are already confident of the contractor s work. Instead, these
terms should be defined by reference to previous
work carried out by the contractor.
INSPECTION OF THE WORK

Our research has revealed many examples of
wiring work that was defective in important and
obviousrespects, even when it was carried out by
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reputable contractors. (Several examples were
listed on page 47.) Even if the instructions for
carrying out the wiring work are complete and
unambiguous, it is unwise to assume that the
contractors will follow them. The systems department should therefore ensure that the work is
checked regularly
even daily whilst the cables
are actually being installed. The department
should also ensure thatall cables are tested once
they havebeeninstalled and that the continuity
of earths is also checked. It is also necessary to
check that the wiring installed complies with
relevant electrical and safety standards.
STAGE-BY-STAGE PROGRESSION

For a large wiring job, it is sensible first to
commission a small part of the work as trial.
Whenthis trial work has been completed, the
systems department should review the results
with the contractor and agree any changes in
procedurefor the rest of the work. This principle
should be applied to all aspects of wiring work,
such as the drawing of plans and other documentation, as well as to cable layingitself.
For major refurbishments, however, care has to
be taken to ensure that a staged progression does
not slow downthe work unnecessarily. For example,
during a major refurbishment at a London head
office, the contractor initially worked on half a
floor at a time, first gutting it and then refurbishing it. This meant that wiring staff could be
employed for only half the time, which lead to
scheduling difficulties. Subsequently, the contractor worked in parallel on two half floors,

gutting one whilst the other was refurbished. This
arrangement meantthat the wiring staff could be
employed continuously.

CONDUCT PERIODIC AUDITS

Even with good management and administration
procedures, there is always the possibility of
deviations from proper procedures, perhaps as a
result of emergency repairs that were not entered
into the cable records. The systems department
should therefore arrange for periodic auditsof the
wiring system. These audits should includesatellite wiring closet equipment and the configuration
of all patch panels. A good cable-management
software package should beable to print out the
recorded configuration for comparison with that
actually in place.
If you feel that an audit is not necessary you

should ask yourself:

Would I be happy to cut

through anycable that I could not identify? Only
if the answeris an unqualified yes are periodic
audits unnecessary.
Experience will indicate the necessary frequency
of such audits, but we suggest that annually would

be a reasonablestart. If there has never been an

audit of your cabling system, we recommend that
one should be carried out immediately
possibly
as part of the exercise to establish the present
cabling position as described in Chapter 5.
In addition to regular audits, monitoring the trends
in wiringcosts andin the level of service provided
by the wiring system will indicate problemsthat
are occurring, or that are likely to occur.

REPORT CONCLUSION

Wehave shown that many organisations need to
take urgent action about the communications
wiring installed in their buildings. The main
problem is that the wiring ducts are full of cables
that have been installed in an unplanned,
uncoordinated wayto satisfy ad hoc requirements.
As a consequence, wiring costs are often much
higher than they need be and the future

exploitation of IT is being hindered becauseitis
not possible to install new wiring.

The report has provided advice both on how to
upgradeexisting wiring and on how to prewire a

building with a structured wiring scheme. We
have
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also reviewed the main technological

alternatives for structured schemes
wiring
systemsbased on conventional unshielded twisted
pairs (as used for telephony), and IBM s Cabling
System, whichis based on shielded twisted pairs.
Weconcludethat, in most cases, wiring schemes
based on unshielded twisted pairs are less
expensive and can meet most organisations local
communications needs for the foreseeable future.
The technical advantages provided by the IBM
Cabling System (in particular transmission at 16M
bit/s, as against 10M bit/s over unshielded pairs)
will not be required by many organisations for
about 10 years, by which time we expect that
twisted pairs of both types will have been
superseded by optical fibres.
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Appendix 1

Future requirements for local communications

Inthis appendix wepresent someof the findings of
the surveys wecarried out for this report, focusing
on the growing population of terminals and the
growing proportionof office workstations that will
be intelligent devices (PCs) rather than dumb
terminals. We then offer our view of what these
trends meanfor local communications needs and
show how these needswill be met progressively by
using local area networks.

than 600,000 office staff. Thus, the overall
penetration of workstations, expressed as a percentageof staff, was 45 per cent, although as Figure
Al1.1 shows, there were considerable variations. (A
few organisations even had more terminals than
office staff.) The figure also shows the expected
penetration of terminals in 1992. All organisations
expect a significant increase, and a high proportion
expect to have at least one terminal per office
workerby 1992.

A GROWING POPULATION OF TERMINALS

Although these responsesindicate a rapid increase
in the numberof terminals, we believe that they
understate the truerate of increase. Fifteen members
completed a more detailed questionaire on the
communications requirements in selected buildings, and Figure A1.2 overleaf showstheir terminal
growth rates during 1986 and their expected

In our initial questionnaire we asked about the
numberof terminals currently installed, the current
ratio of staff to terminals, and the expected ratio in
1992. In total, the responding organisations had
installed 270,000 terminals and PCs to support more

Figure A1.1 Terminals installed in Foundation memberorganisations in 1987, and expected in 1992
Numberof
responses
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reporting.)
(Source: Survey of 104 Foundation members. Some responses have been omitted because of incomplete
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Figure A1.2 Percentage terminal growth rates in 1986 and the annual growth rate expected between 1986 and 1992
Numberof
responses
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(Source: Detailed survey of 15 Foundation members. Some responses have been
omitted because of incomplete reporting.)

annual growth rates for the period 1986 to 1992.
(In both cases, some responses have been omitted
because of incomplete reporting.)

Furtherinvestigation of some of the organisations
that were predicting lower growthrates revealed
that the respondents had based their 1992 estimates for the terminal population only on applications that they could foresee fairly clearly. (This
was probably also true for the responses to our
initial questionaire.) We believe it inevitable that,
over a five-year period, and given the rapid rate
of technical innovation, there will be many unforeseen applications that will increase the rate at
which terminals areinstalled. By 1992, we believe
that manyorganisationswill have one terminal for
each office worker and that the remainder will
reach that level a few years after that.

Although a few organisations report that they
already have more workstations than office
workers, we do not expect this situation to arise
in mostoffices. It is very inconvenientfor an office
worker to use more than one terminal, and
suppliers are improving the connectivity of their
systems in ways that will make it less necessary
in the future to install more than one terminal.
Moreover, the numberof terminals (and other IT
devices)alreadyinstalled has createdsignificant
demandsfor office space, and any further demands
wouldbedifficult to accept. For all these reasons,
we expect terminal penetrations to stabilise at
about 100 per cent (except in special cases such
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as dealing rooms, control rooms, and some systems
development units).

Nevertheless, many organisations will continue to
buy additional workstations even after they have
achieved a 100 per cent penetration. These workstations will be used by staff at home,but this issue
is outside the scopeof this report.

THE MOVE TO INTELLIGENT WORKSTATIONS

Ourdetailed survey also showed that many dumb
terminals are being replaced with PCs (see Figures
2.2 and 2.3 on pages 12 and 13). Figure A1.3 overleaf showsthe penetration of PCs (asa percentage
of office staff) expected by 1992, and indicates
a significant growthin the populationof intelligent
devices. However, as with theoverall growthrates
forall terminals, the projected penetrations of PCs

indicate a considerable reduction in the rate at

which PCswill be installed, and webelieve that
the projected penetrations shown in Figure A1.3
should be seen as the lowest plausible figures. We
expect to see a general move towards the use of
intelligent workstations over this period. We
believe that, by 1992, an intelligent workstation
will be the usual terminal for all managers and
professional staff most(if notall) of whom will
have a workstation of some kind. In some organisations, all office staff will be equipped with an
intelligent workstation.
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Selsesasee

Figure Ai.3 PC penetrations expected at the end of 1992
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(Source: Detailed survey of 15 Foundation members. Some responses have been omitted because of incomplete reporting.)

After 1992, we anticipate continued increasesin
the power of office workstations, with many
exceeding the power of today s mainframes.

COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS
Intelligent workstations have distinctive communications requirements notably high data-transfer
rates required to download programsand files of
data from libraries and databases. However, the
average data-transfer rate is low compared with
the peak requirement becauseintelligent workstations will be used for long periods to run the
downloaded program or analyse the data. In the
future, there will also be a needto transfer images,
either as part of compound documentsor in other
contexts.

As the computing powerof workstations increases,
we expect that both hardware and software suppliers will take more accountof networking in the
design of their products. This will lead to closer
links between workstations and between workstations and other computers,to greater dependence
on networks, and to the removalof the bottlenecks
that currently constrain the communications performance of PCs. The communications bandwidth
required for workstations will therefore increase,
although this will be offset to some extent by
increased data-storage capacity at workstations
and by improvements in data-compression techniques madepossible by greater computing power.

In Figure Al.4 overleaf we show ourforecast of
the proportion of terminal devices that will need
bandwidths of 4M and 16M bit/s. The requirement

for local communications at 4M bits is now

becoming established. From 1991 onwards, there
will be an increasing requirement for local
transmission at up to 16M bit/s. We do not expect
any significant numberof office workstations to
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need higher transmission rates within the next
10 years.

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

Most older networks cannot meet the emerging
need for transmission at up to 4M bit/s. Multiplexor
networksare usually optimised for dumb terminals
and cannot accept signals at more than 19,200
bit/s. Proprietary terminal clusters, such as the IBM
327x, use high signalling speeds between the
terminals and the controllers but usually cannot
support the higher speeds between controllers, or
between a controller and a host computer.

One way to meet the emerging local communications requirements is to use a local area
network. Such networks allow the whole capacity
of a high-speed digital channel to be carried
throughout a building. (Until recently, a local area
network wasthe only way that these requirements
could be met. However, there are now some PABXs
that provide comparable functions, often by simulating standard local area network interfaces.)

In addition to their technological advantages,
local area networks are now central to the product development plans of most major computer
suppliers:

DEC has standardised on IEEE 802.3
(Ethernet) for workstation and terminal support and for multivendor interworking.

IBMis now using the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring
(whichit largely designed) as the main way
of connecting workstations and cluster
controllers to its mainframes.It is also beginning to offer servers on the ring.
ICL has developed an open LAN based on
Ethernet and OSI protocols.
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Figure A1.4 Emerging local bandwidth requirements
Percentage of
devices needing
the indicated data
transmission rate

100

mm 4Mbit/s
mm 16M bit/s
Hewlett-Packard nowplaces great emphasis
on Ethernet for office and on broadband
LANsfor the factory.
Honeywell Bull now uses Starlan.

Unisys uses Corvus s Omninet, under the

name Usernet, as the basis for its terminal
clusters.

Thus, all organisations will find that they will
need to install local area networks in the
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reasonably near future, if they have not already
done so.

Before 1987, local area networks required their
own special cabling systems. During 1986, however, suppliers began to announce support for
Ethernet and Token Ring on the IBM Cabling
System and on telephone cables. We expect
cabling schemesbased on these technologies to be
used increasingly as the basis for local area
networks.
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Planning a wiring system

Planning a wiring system requires decisions to be
made about the density of outlets, whether the
presentations will be fixed or movable, the number
and type of services that will be made available
at each presentation, and the routes that the
cables will follow. A wide variety of options exist
for each of these parameters (Figure A2.1 lists
some of them), but the choices of options cannot
be made independently. For example, floor traps
require screed-depth trunking or, preferably, a
false floor.

In deciding how manyoutletsto installit is always
tempting to choose a numberbased on the number
of staff currently occupying the building. Experience
showsthat doingthis will almost alwaysresult in
too few outlets being installed. A few examples
will illustrate this:

Management may decide to move a whole
new business unit into the building, thereby
increasing the number of people occupying
the building.

Somebusiness units may grow rapidly, with
a consequent need for additional staff to be
housed in the building.

Staff may wishto rearrangetheir office space,
perhapsto reflect changed workingrelationships or to make room for new equipment.
The sockets may not besituated conveniently
for the new or relocated equipment.

The business units currently housed in the
building may be moved out and replaced by
units that employ morestaff.

Some staff may need a second telephone or
data terminal.

It is clear from these examples that the number
of outlets should not be based on the numberof
staff now occupying the building but on the
greatest numberthat can be accommodated. The
best way to approachthe problemis first to divide
the building into a numberof planning zones and
then to consider each zone separately. The
required density of outlets will dependon the use
that will be made of the space in each planning
zone and the space allocated to each employee.
Space per employee varies enormously, ranging
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Figure A2.1 Someoptions for service presentation
and cable routeing
Characteristic
Nature of
presentation

nae

Options

Fixed or movable, single or multiple
sockets.

ss

Numberof
services per
presentation

Oneto nine.

Cable routes

in a tray or
Above a false ceiling
conduit, or loose-laid.
On cable trays suspended below the
ceiling.

In high-level surface-mounted wall
trunking.
In waist-level surface-mounted wall
trunking.

In system furniture with cable management ducts.
In skirting trunking.
Under the carpets, using flat cable.
In concrete screed, using either screeddepth trunking or conduit.
in trunking ontrays
Undera false floor
or loose-laid.
Ontrays in the ceiling void of the floor
below with cables poked throughthe floor
slab.

from as little as four square metres to ten square
metres or more. The factors that determine the
space per employee include legislation, fire regulations, employee grades, union agreements, and
managementpriorities. All of these need to be
considered when determining the density of outlets for a particular type of office accommodation.
However, they should be used to give an indication
of the minimum number of staff that will be
housed in given area. Thelife of a building is long
compared with the foresight of legislators,
and even consultants.
managers, architects

For the purpose of planning a wiring system, most
buildings can be divided into four planning zones:
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Generaloffice space.

Nonoffice space, such as canteens andstores.

Office space where ITwill be used intensively,
for example typing pools, telesales areas, and
dealing rooms.
Executive offices.

In mostcases, the space used for canteens, stores, .
dealing rooms, executive offices, and so forth cannot be converted to general office space without
major refurbishment. However, whatis now general
office space may be earmarked for a possible
future purpose that would require more intensive
use of IT. The cabling for these possible expansion
zones should be based on the density of presentations required for the moreintensive use, rather
than for general office use. For example:
General office space earmarked for the expansion of a dealing room would need to be
fully prewired with video distribution cables
and with a large numberof telephonecircuits.

Space earmarked for the expansion of a
computer room would needraised flooring
andprovision for high levels of power supply
and air conditioning. The telephone wiring
would be at general office levels, however.

GENERAL OFFICE SPACE
The correct numberof sockets for general office
space depends on whetherthe work-location end
of the fixed wiring (the presentation)is in a fixed
position, in a movableposition, or located in system
furniture. In addition, open-plan and cellular
offices need to be considered separately.
FIXED PRESENTATIONS

The majority of buildings today have fixed presentations for wiring systems, often in the form of
floor traps fed by screed-depth trunking or by a
rigid trunking system installed undera false floor.
Undercarpetcables to floor pedestals should also
be considered as fixed presentations. Even though

undercarpet cables can be moved, it is not easy
to do this.

With fixed presentations, the density of outlets
should be set to ensure that there will always be
an outlet close enough to a desk so that safety
hazardsfrom trailing cables can be avoided. If the
office staff have complete freedom as to where
their desks are to be located, one presentation will
be required for each two to three square metres.
To providethis will be very expensive, however,
and it may be possible to install a lower density
of outlets by placing somerestrictions on where

the desks can be located.
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MOVABLE PRESENTATIONS

Movable presentations are providedbyfloortraps

that are connected to underfloor accessboxes by

flexible conduit. (In some countries, electrical
safety regulationsrestrict the lengthof these conduits.) Alternatively, cables may be run direct
from the underfloor access boxes through holes
in the floor to the devices. (The floor tiles with

holes should be movable and the holes should be

closed up whentheyarenotin use.) Figure A2.2
shows a schematic diagram for an underfloor

wiring system with movable floor traps designed
in 1987 for a UKfinancial institution.

For movable presentations, the density of outlets
can be determined by considering the highest
staffing density that the planning zone can accommodate. From this, calculate the maximum number
of work positions and provide one presentation for
each workposition. In addition, approximately 20
per cent more outlets should be provided for
shared equipment.
SYSTEM FURNITURE

If the presentations are provided by a furniture
system, the density of outlets will be determined
by the numberof work positions allowed by the
furniture system. Thereis a point of presentation
for the services at every possible desk location,
and these are decided when the spine of the
furniture system is laid out. The cables reach the

spine from theriser or wiring closet by whichever

route is easiest, often abovea false ceiling. Figure
A2.3 on page 56 showsanoffice laid out with a
commercially available furniture system, and
Figure A2.4 shows the way that power and communications cables are packed into the beams that
carry the cables for this furniture system.
The physical structure of a furniture system makes
it impractical to accommodate additional staff.
Again, however, additional presentations should
be provided for shared equipment.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OPEN-PLAN AND CELLULAR
OFFICES

Thedensity of outlets for open-plan offices should
be based on the amountof usable office spaceleft
after the space required forlifts, toilets, storerooms, and other nonoffice facilities has been
assigned. A further deduction of between 10 and
15 per cent should also be made for primary
circulation
thatis, for the main routes through
the space that cannot be used for desks or
equipment. In a cellular office layout where the
partitions are fixed, each office should be considered separately and the maximum numberof
occupants determined.
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Figure A2.2 Schematic of an underfloor wiring layout, showing that floor traps can be located anywhere within the
radius of coverage
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Figure A2.3 Office layout using the Sunar Race
furniture system, showing the beamsthat
carry the cables

NONOFFICE SPACE
Nonoffice space, such as canteensandstores,will

need special consideration. If thereis a possibility

that the space maybe reassignedas generaloffice

space, there may be a case for installing empty

conduits with drawstrings but no cables.It is also
necessary to consider the possible future use of
IT within these areas. For instance, some organisations have quite sophisticated IT systemsin their
canteens.

OFFICE SPACE WHERE INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY WILL BE USED INTENSIVELY

In areas where IT will be used intensively, the
wiring requirements are specific to the kindof use
and the business application. For example, a stockmarket dealing room may need many telephone
lines, several video services, and access to in-house
data processing and office automationservices.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Currently, relatively little use is made of computer
terminals in executive offices, although we expect
usage to grow steadily over the next few years. To
allow equipmentto be placedin different parts of
an executive office it will be sensible to install
cable presentations on each of the walls. If the
organisation expects to use videoconferencing, it
will also be sensible to install wiring that can
support analogue video as wellas digital services.

Figure A2.4 Packing of power and communication cables at the mostrestricted point of a Sunar Race cable beam

The communications raceway has the capacity for
twenty-six 25-pair cables
{13 each side) with room to
spare. Should 100-pair

cables be used, each side of
the raceway would accommodate three,for a total
ofsix.

Therestricted area within
the raceway houses sup-

port components for upper
structures.

The lower raceway houses
electrical wiring harnesses.Diagram shows
the suggested maximum of
5 harnesses (10 circuits)
in place.
Because wiring har-
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nesses are of acommon
length, some doubling-up
is necessary in shorter
beams. Capacities will
therefore be somewhat more restricted in
such cases.
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Appendix 2
NATURE OF THE PRESENTATION
The nature of the presentation also needs to be
considered when determining the density of outlets. The precise configuration of a presentation
will depend on the planning zonebutwill typically
include two powerpoints, one or two telephone
sockets and one or two data sockets. A second
telephone socketin a presentation provides extra
flexibility and should add only about one-third to
the cost of installing a presentation
perhaps an
extra $25 for each additional socket.
It is more difficult to make a general case for a
second data socket because one data socket can
often be made to support more than one workstation (by using a two-tailed balunor a local area
network protocol, for instance) and because they
are often much more expensive to install than
telephone sockets. In our view, two data sockets
should be installed if the cost per socket is low or
if asignificant proportionofstaff are likely to need
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two workstations. However, providing spare presentations over and above the maximum numberof
staff that can be accommodated will reduce the
need to provide a second data socket at each
presentation.

Additional presentations will also be needed for
shared equipment, such as printers, file servers,
and facsimile transceivers, and we suggest that a
general provision of at least 10 per cent of the
numberof work locations should be madefor these
purposes. Although these shared presentations
need not be grouped in the samepresentations as
those provided for work locations, the power and
data sockets should be adjacent. Again, installing
spare presentations will reduce the need to
provide extra outlets for shared equipment.

Atfirst sight, it may seem excessivetoinstall outlets
on this scale. However, even ifjust the direct costs
of moves and changesare considered overthelife
of a wiring system, the additionalcostsof installing
spare presentations can bejustified.
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Butler Cox is an independent management consul-

tancy and research organisation, specialising in the
application of information technology within com
merce, government, and industry. The companyoffers

awide rangeof services both to suppliers andusers of
this technology. The Butler Cox Foundationis a service
operated by Butler Cox on behalf of subscribing
members.
Objectives ofthe Foundation

The Butler Cox Foundationsets out to study on behalf
of subscribing members the opportunities and possible

threats arising from developments in the field of

information systems.

The Foundation not only provides access to an

extensive and coherent programme of continuous
research, it also provides an opportunity for

widespread exchange of experience and views

between its members.

Membership of the Foundation

The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundationare large organisations seeking
to exploit to the full the most recent developments in
information systems technology. An important
minority of the membership is formed by suppliers
of the technology. The membership is international,
with participants from Australia, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere.
The Foundationresearch programme

The research programme is planned jointly by Butler
Cox and by the memberorganisations. Half of the

researchtopics are selected by Butler Cox and half by
preferences expressed by the membership. Each year
ashortlist of topicsis circulated for consideration by
the members. Memberorganisations rank the topics
according to their own requirements and asa result of
this process, members

preferences are determined.

Before each researchproject starts there is a further

opportunity for members to influence the direction of
the research. A detailed description of the project
defining its scope andtheissues to be addressedis sent
to all members for comment.
The report series
The Foundation publishes six reports each year. The
reports are intended to be read primarily by senior and

middle managers who are concerned with the
planning of information systems. They are, however,
written inastyle that makes them suitable to be read
both by line managers and functional managers. The
reports concentrate on defining key management
issues and onoffering advice and guidance on how and
whento address those issues.
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Selected reports
8 Project Management
20 The Interface Between People and Equipment
21 Corporate Communications Networks
22 Applications Packages
23 Communicating Terminals
24 Investment in Systems
25 System Development Methods
26 Trends in Voice Communication Systems
Developments in Videotex
User Experience with Data Networks
Implementing Office Systems
End-User Computing
A Director's Guide to Information Technology
Data Management
Managing Operational Computer Services
Strategic Systems Planning
Multifunction Equipment
Cost-effective Systems Development and Maintenance
Expert Systems
Selecting Local Network Facilities
Trendsin Information Technology
Presenting Information to Managers
Managing the Human Aspects of Change
Value Added Network Services
Managing the Microcomputerin Business
Office Systems: Applications and Organisational Impact
Building Quality Systems
Network Architectures for Interconnecting Systems
The Effective Use of System Building Tools
Measuring the Performance of the Information Systems
Function
Developing and Implementing a Systems Strategy
Unlocking the Corporate Data Resource
Threats to Computer Systems
Organising the Systems Department
Using Information Technology to Improve Decision

Making
Integrated Networks
Planning the Corporate Data Centre
The Impact of Information Technology on Corporate
Organisation Structure
Using System Development Methods
Senior Management IT Education
Electronic Data Interchange
60 Expert Systems in Business
61 Competitive-Edge Applications: Myths and Reality

Forthcoming reports

The Future of the Personal Workstation
Evolution of the Corporate Database
Network Management
The Marketing of Management Services
Computer Aided Systems Engineering (CASE)
Mobile Communications

Availability of reports
Members of the Butler Cox Foundation receive three
copies of each report upon publication; additional
copies and copiesof earlier reports may be purchased
by members from Butler Cox.
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